







UNfVtKSITY OF NEW MAMPSMIW*
LIBRARY
Fitzwilliam Fire House located in Fitzwilliam
Depot, was built in 1972. It has four large
bays and an oversized meeting room. At present
the Town owns five fire engines.
Fi t zwi 1 1 iam ' s Fire Department boasts a volunteer
membership of thirty-five men.
Edwin 0. Mattson, Jr. has been Fire Chief since 1967.
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'niE STMT. OF NBV HAMPSHIRI:
TOVVN WARRANT 1985
To the inJiahitants of the Tovvn of Fitzwilliam, in the County
of Cheshire, in said state, qualified to vote in town affairs, you are
hereby notified to meet at the Town llall in said l-itzwilliam on
Tuesday, the twelfth day of March next at seven (7:00) o'clock in the
afternoon to act on the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. to bring in your votes for the election of one
Selectman for three years, one Fireward for three years, two members
of the Budget Committee for three years, one member of the Planning
Board for two years, one member of the Planning Board for three years,
one Cemetery Commissioner for three years, one Trustee of Trust Funds
for three years, one Trustee of the Library for tliree years, and three
Commissioners of Plante l^^'morial Park for one year.
Polls will be open not later than 2:00 p.m. and close not
earlier than 7:00 p.m., or at such later time as shall be authorized
by vote of the town.
ARTICLE 2. to hear and act upon the reports of agents,
conmittees and officers heretofore chosen.
ARTICLE 3. to see if the town will vote to appoint a
committee to have cliarge of Memorial Day exercises, or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 4. to see if the town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 5. to see if the town will vote to authorize the
withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the pro-
visions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972, and the
Antirecession Act of 1976, for use as set-offs against budgeted
appropriations for the following priority purposes in the amounts
indicated, or take any other action thereon:
APPROPRIATION AMOUNTS
Highway Department $17,964.00
Police Department $ 5,000.00
Fire Department $ 5,000.00
TOTAL $27,964.00
ARTICLE 6: to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $6,000.00 for repairs in the Town Hall, or
take any action thereon.
AJITICLI: 7. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate tlie suni oi' $S,U()0.()0 for the purchase of electronic
equipment for the use of town officers, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLi; 8. to see if tlie town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of S^SO.OO to purchase the Public Address System
presently installed in the Town Hall, or take any action thereon.
ARTICIJ: 9. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate tlie sum of $800.00 and to add this sum to the $10,000.00
from the special money appropriation under Article 13 passed at the
annual meeting of tlie town in 1984, for the purpose of purchasing
a suitable vehicle for the use of the Police Department, or take any
action thereon.
AJ\TICLE 10. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,056.00 for the purchase of a radar machine
for the use of the police department, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLF: 11. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $500.00 for tlie development of the town
athletic field, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLI: 12. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,600.00 to support the operation of the
Meadowood County Area Fire Department, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 13. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to fund the Home Health Care and
Community Services and I'leals on l\fheels program to the elderly shut-in
citizens of Fitzwilliam as sponsored by the Cheshire Senior Services,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 14. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,326.00 for the support of the Monadnock
Family Services, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 15. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $200.00 to support the ^lonadnock Arts Council,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 16. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $200.00 for the siqiport of the Women's
Crisis Services, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 17. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,800.00 for repairs to the highway garage,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 18. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for the purpose of purchasing an
option on land at the junction of the Royals ton Road and the Derby
Mill Road, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 19. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the siun of $1,000.00 for the purchase of protective
equipment for the use of the fire department, or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 20. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $80,000.00 to purchase a loader for the use
of the highway department, with the present highway department
loader to be traded in as an offset against said appropriation,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 21. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,500.00 for the purchase of a snowplow
for the use of the highway department, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLI] 22. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 to purchase a compressor for the
use of the highway department, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 23. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 for the purchase of asphalt for
the resurfacing of town roads, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 24. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for the purpose of crushing
gravel, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 25. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 for the purpose of procuring
and developing land witliin the Village District on which to erect a
building to house fire fighting equipment and to continue to study
the status of the Village fire/police station for the purpose of
establishing suitable quarters for the police department, or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 26. to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be added to the Fire Depart-
ment capital reserve fund established under Article 11 of the
annual meeting of the town in 1969, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 27. to hear the report of the budget committee and
pass any vote in relation thereto.
ARTICLE 28. to see if the town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell tax deeded property, or take any action thereon,
ARTICLE 29. to see if the town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to trade, sell or otherwise dispose of any unusable
vehicles or equipment of any of the departments of the town, or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 30. to see if the town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, to accept and expend on l^elialf of the town
or any department tliereof , any and all grants or other funds for
municipal purposes which may now or hereafter he forthcoming over
and above the total appropriation voted by the town, or take any
action thereon.
AirnCir 7>\. (by ballot) "sliall the Town of Fitzwilliam
accept the provisions of RSA 53-R:l to 11 inclusive providing for
the establisliment of a regional refuse disposal district, together
with tile Towns of Giesterfield, fiilsum, Harrisville, Hinsdale,
Marlborough, Nelson, Roxbury, Surry, Swanzey, Troy and Westmoreland
and the City of Keene, and the construction, maintenance, and oper-
ation of a regional refuse disposal facility by said district in
accordance with the provisions of a proposed agreement filed with
the Selectmen or the Mayor?"
Given under our hands and seals this /-^ "day of February,




A true copy of the warrant - attest:
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Article 8-Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,600. to pirrchase two
self-contained breathing apparatus units for the use of the Fire Dept
.
Article 9-Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000. to purchase
protective equipment (clothing) for the use of the I''ire Dept.
Article 10-Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,600. for the operation
of the Meadowood County Area Fire Dept.
Article 11-voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000. to fund the Home
Health Care and Community Services and the Meals on Wheels Program to elderly
shut-in citizens of Fitzwilliam as sponsored by the Cheshire Senior Services.
Article 12-Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,326 for the support
of the Monadnock Family Services.
Article 13-Voted to raise and appropriate the sura of $10,000. for the purpose
of purchasing a suitable vehicle for the use of the Police Dept.
Article lU-This article was amended to read: Voted to raise and appropriate
the sum of $l6,000 for the purpose of p\irchasing a 1 ton dump truck for the
use of the Highway Dept. Poll of the House vote: YES 57 - NO 32
Article 15-Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,350. for the purpose
of building a new road in the pine Grove Cemetery and repairing other roads
at that location.
Article l6-Voted to create a committee of five individuals to be appointed by
the Selectmen for the purpose of studying and making recommendations for
obtaining an athletic field or making improvements to the existing athletic
field, said committee to report back to the annual meeting of the town in
1985 with any proposals for such improvements, and to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500. for the use of the committee in securing adequate plans for
suggested improvements.
Article 17-Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000. to establish a
capital reserve fund for the purpose of laying out a new town athletic field
and/or improving the existing town athletic field.
Article l8-Voted to raise and appropriate the s\ira of $10,000. to design and
construct a sewage system to service the town hall, the village fire-police
station and the town library buildings.
Article 19-Voted to withdraw from the Soil Overlay Map capital reserve fund the
s\im of $15 5652. plus any accrued interest, said sum to be tranferred to the
general fund of the town for reimbursement to the general fund for payment
of the expenses of the Soil Overlay Map paid out of the general fund by the
town during I983.
Article 20-Voted to raise and appropriate the sura of $15,091. for the publi-
cation of 1,000 copies of Volume II of the Fitzwilliam town history, such
appropriation to be financed by the withdrawal of $2,000. plus any accumu-
lated interest from the town history capital reserve fund, and the balance
to be paid out of the present year's revenues.
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Article 21-Voted to authorize the town history committee to contract, on
behalf of the town, for the printing of Volume II of the Fitzwilliam Town
history, and to authorize the town history committee to arrange for the
distribution of this publication when printed.
Article 22-Budget Committee submitted a total budget of $625,003-
Article 23-Voted to grant site plan review authority to the planning board
in accordance with the provisions of R.S.A. G'jh:k3 and hh
.
Article 2U-Voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to trade, sell or
otherwise dispose of any unusable vehicles or equipment of any of the de-
partments of the town.
Article 25-Voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded property.
Article 26-Voted to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, to accept and ex-
pend on behalf of the town or any dept . thereof, any dnd all grants or other
funds for municipal purposes which may now or hereafter be forthcoming over
and above the total appropriation voted by the town.
Article 27-(By Petition) This article was indefinitely postponed to call
upon the Governor and Executive Council for a Special Session of the Legis-
lature for the sole piirpose of preventing the imposition of huge cost in-
creases in electric rates resulting from the Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant.
Article 28-Voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell to Harold E. Plante for
the sum of $500. plus any expenses incurred by the town, a certain parcel of
land known as the 5 acre Bowker lot located on the Richmond Road.
Before the meeting adjoui-ned, Mr. Edward Saari presented a written petition
to the Selectmen from residents on Fullam Hill Road concerning the lack of
fire protection to them.
Charles Kenison made a motion to have the building Committee continue for
another year.









The meeting was called to order by Moderator, William PrigRe at 7 PM.
The Article was read by the moderator and discussion followed, with the
final result:
Article I - Voted to authorize the Moderator to appoint three persons to
represent the Town during regional discussion relative to the





REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
The Board of Selectmen would like to express their appreciation to
all those who served the town during the past year.
Renovation projects have continued in the town hall. The kitchen and
toilets received a fresh coat of paint, and new floor coverings. In
addition, a new ceiling was installed in the kitchen, and new curtains
in the toilets. We are requesting funds to repaint the upper hall
during 1985. We are also planning to redecorate both the selectmen's
office and the town clerk's office. We hope you'll take time to admire
what has been accomplished, and let us have your suggestions for future
projects
.
The installation of the new sewage system for the town hall/library
complex was held up last year due to problems in obtaining the neces-
sary state approval. The permit to construct has been obtained, and
we will proceed with the project during 1985.
The board has discussed the feasibility of computerizing many of our
records for several years. We are convinced that a computer will
eliminate a large part of the purely clerical work now necessary in
the conduct of town business. In addition, it will add a valuable
management tool for future years. We have considered owning the hard-
ware versus contracting out the service, and we have arrived at the
opinion that we will be far ahead of the game by owning our own equip-
ment. We have inserted an article in the warrant requesting monies
to purchase the hardware, software, and consultant services necessary
to get started. We plan to start by computerizing our listing of prop-
erty owners together with the information necessary to create the blot-
ter book, tax warrant, and tax bills. This will, in effect, replace
our present addressograph system which is out of date, cumbersome,
and restricted in its versatility when compared to a computer. Other
projects will eventually include check lists, an inventory of town
property, income and expenditure ledgers, and resident tax lists.
Each year the state compares actual property sales within the town
to the assessment placed on the property to arrive at an equalized
valuation percentage. This figure represents the average assessment
on the property as a percent of the market value. This year we have
dropped to seventy-four percent. This figure is used in conjunction
with our total town assessment to determine an equalized valuation.
This equalized valuation is then used when comparing Fitzwilliam to
other towns in determining such figures as our share of the county
tax expense, and the school bond repayment.
A committee has been working for two years to arrive at a solution
in regards to facilities for the fire department and police department.
It appears to this board that there is no solution agreeable to all
parties directly involved. The committee has suggested a combination
building replacing the present village fire/police station. This is
a very expensive solution, and in our opinion not advisable. During
1983, the committee presented their original plan to build a two bay
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fire station in the village area, and remodel the present building
for the police department. The board of selectmen would like to sug-
gest we return to their original concept. We have suggested that an
option be obtained on suitable property for the fire department. The
budget committee recommended, and we concur, that rather than just
an option, we should proceed with purchase of suitable property, and
the preparation of plans for action during 1986.
During the last two years, we have issued approximately 50 building
permits each year. The board would like to remind everyone that a
building permit is necessary for all new construction, major remodel-
ling and renovation, as well as installing mobile homes and other manu-
factured housing. Building permits are not required for maintenance
and repair projects. If you have any question concerning the need
for a permit, you should contact the board. In issuing permits it
is our intent to enforce both local and state ordinances. On this
subject we wish to go on record as opposed to any issuing of any per-
mits on Class VI highways. In past years, there has been a question
concerning lot size, and the number of residences per lot. We have
reviewed the zoning ordinances, and it is our position that no building
permit can be issued on an undersized lot without a variance. Further,
we will allow only one residence per lot without a variance.
Solid Waste has been an ongoing problem for many years. The problem
is not only an economic one, but an environmental one as well. The
legislature, recognizing the fact that individual towns are generally
unable to arrive at an acceptable solution to the problem on their
own, has mandated regional planning districts. We have been involved
with twenty-two other towns, and the City of Keene , in such a district.
This district has proposed a waste-to-energy plant, and has signed
an intent to negotiate agreement with Consumat Systems, for establish-
ing the facility. Consumat would build and operate the plant, burning
waste to generate steam which would, in turn, generate electricity.
We would enter into a long term agreement to supply waste, and Public
Service Co. would purchase the electricity. A proposal has been made
to establish a so-called 53-B District, made up of several municipali-
ties which in turn would be our bargaining agent in negotiating with
Consumat Systems. The board recognizes several good reasons for the
establishment, and our participation in, such a district. We also
recognize possible pitfalls in the district. At this time, it would
appear that there are adequate protective measures should we join.



















Accounts Due to the Town
Due From State: *
Joint Highway Construction Accounts,
Unexpended Bal. in State Treasury -
Other Bills Due Town:
Lien for the Elderly -
Due from Library a/c FICA Taxes
Due from Capital Reserve Fund 21,
Due from U. S .A. -Federal Revenue Sharing 6,
TOTAL ACCOUNTS DUE TO THE TOWN
Unredeemed Taxes: (from tax sale on ace ' t of)
a) Levy of 1983 $
b) Levy of 1982
c) Levy of 1981
d) Previous Years
TOTAL UNREDEEMED TAXES
Uncollected Taxes: ( including all taxes)
a) Levy of 1984 $
b) Levy of 1983
c) Levy of 1982
d) Previous Years
e) Uncollected Sewer Rents Assessments




(excess of liabilities over assets)
GRAND TOTAL
Fund Balance—December 31, 1983
Fund Balance—December 31, 1984

























Accounts Owed by the Town
Bills Outstanding $ 15,410.00
Unexpended Bal. of Special Appro. 75,714.00
Unexpended Bal. of Bond & Note Funds -
Sewer Fund -
Parking Meter Fund -
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds 26,245.00
Unexpended Law Enforcement Ass't Funds
Unexpended State Hwy. Subsidy Funds -
Performance guarantee (Bond) Deposits -
Uncollected Sewer Rents/Assessments -
Pine Grove Cemetery 211.00
Conservation Commission 128.00
Due to State:
27o Bond & Debt Retirement Taxes
Dog License Fees Collected-Not Remitted
Due to Capital Reserve Fund 5,000.00
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Acc't) 2,581.00
County Taxes Payable
Precincts Taxes Payable
School District(s) Tax(es) Payable 322,472.00
Tax Anticipation Notes Outstanding -
Other Liabilities -
Property Taxes Collected in Advance -
Lien for the Elderly -
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN
State and Town Joint Hwy. Construction Acc't
(a) Unexpended Bal. in State Treasury $ -
(b) Unexpended Bal. in Town Treasury -


















Resident Taxes-Prev. Yrs. $
Property Taxes-Current Yr.-1984
Property Taxes-Collected in Advance
Resident Taxes-Current Yr.-1984
Resident Taxes-Collected in Advance
National Bank Stock Taxes-1984
Yield Taxes-Current Yr.-1984
Property Taxes & Yield Taxes-Prev. Yrs.
Land Use Change Tax-Current & Prior Yrs.









State Aid Water Pollution Projects









Motor Vehicle Permit Fees $ 82,182.00
Dog Licenses 1,364.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 599.00
Other Licenses & Permits -


















Rent of Town Property
Other Charges for Services
TOTAL CHARGE FOR SERVICES
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interest on Deposits



















Proceeds of Long Term Notes $
Proceeds of Bond Issues -
Income from Water, Sewer
& Electric Depts. -
Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
Revenue Sharing Entitlement Funds 26,229.00
Interest on Investments of Revenue
Sharing Funds -
Other Financing Sources -
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES - $ 26,229.00
Non-Revenue Rec e i p t s
New Trust Funds received during yr. $ -
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes 800,000.00
Proceeds of Loans in Anticipation
of Bond Issues -
Proceeds of Loans in Anticipation
of Long Term Notes -
Proceeds of Loans in Anticipation
of Federal Aid -
Proceeds of Loans in Anticipation
of State Aid -
Yield Tax Security Deposits -
Other Non-Revenue Receipts -
TOTAL NON_REVENUE RECEIPTS $ 800,000.00
Total Receipts from All Sources $2,319,998.00












Advertising & Regional Assoc.
Contingency Fund
Other Gen. Gov't Exps. (Cemeteries)







Total Public Safety Expenses
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
Town Maintenance




















Aid to the Disabled






























CULTURE & RECREATION BALANCE TOTALS
Library $ 8,000.00




Total Culture & Recreational Expenses $ 17,481.00
DEBT SERVICE
Principal of Long Term Bonds & Notes $ 52,000.00
Interest .Expense-Long Term Bonds & Notes 3,216.00
Interest Expense-Tax Anticipation Notes 26,494.00
Interest Expense-Other Temporary Loans —
Fiscal Charges on Debt -
Total Debt Service Payments $ 81,710.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Town History $ 4,227.00
Septic System Study 849.00
Highway Truck 15,826.00
Fire Equipment 2,423.00
Total Capital Outlay 23,325.00
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds $
Municipal & District Court Expenses -
Other Expenses _
Total Operating Transfers Out $ _
MISCELLANEOUS
Municipal Water Dept. $ -
Municipal Sewer Dept. —
Municipal Electric Dept. -




Total Miscellaneous Expenses $ 37,626.00
UNCLASSIFIED
Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes $ 800,000.00
Taxes Bought by Town 76,444.00
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds 1,178.00
Payments to Trustees of Trust Funds
Payment of Lien for the Elderly
Refund & Payment from Yield Tax Escrow Fund
Other Expenses -
Total Unclassified Esipenses $ 877,622.00
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PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOV'T DIVISIONS
Payment to State u/c Dog License &
Marriage License Fees
Taxes paid to County
Payments to Precincts
Payments to School Districts
1984 Tax: $ 302,898.00





Total Payments to Other Government Divisions
Total Payments for All Purposes






BONDS AND LONG TERM NOTES AUTHORIZED-UNISSUED
As of December 31, 1984









SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
As of December 31, 1984
Purpose of
Issue (2) Amount
Long Term Notes Outstanding
Total Long-Term Notes Outstanding
Bonds Outstanding
Total Bonds Outstanding
5. Total Long Term Indebtedness-
December 31, 1984
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Outstanding Long-Term Debt 1/1/84-7/1/84
New Debt Created During Fiscal Year:
a. Long Term Notes Issued -
b. Bonds Issued -
Total (Lines 2a and 2b) -
Total (Line 1 & 3)
Debt Retirement During Fiscal Year
a. Long Term Notes Paid 52,000.00
b. Bonds Paid -
Total (Line 5a & 5b)








Town Officers' Salaries $ 12,000.00
Town Officers* Expenses 20,000.00
Election & Registration 1,200.00
Cemeteries 6,000.00
General Government Bldgs. 16,500.00
Reappraisal of Property 3 000.00
Planning & Zoning 1,000.00
Legal Expenses 8,000.00
Advertising & Regional Assoc. I,8l6.00
Contingency Fund 3,000.00
PUBLIC SAFETY




Meadowood Fire Dept. 1,600.00
HIGHWAYS
General Highway Department Expenses 150,000.00
Street Lighting 7,500.00
SANITATION
Solid Waste Disposal 35 000.00
HEALTH
Health Department *VNA) 5,170.00
Animal Control 1 300.00
Friendly Meals 1^000.00
Monadnock Family & Mental Health 1,326.00
WELFARE
General Assistance 10 000.00
Old Age Assistance 5 000.00
Aid to the Disabled 5,000.00
LIBRARY
Library Expenses 8,000.00
Parks & Recreation S 250.00
Patriotic Purposes 500.00
Parks & Precincts 700.00
DEBT SERVICE
Principal of Long Term Bonds & Notes 52,000.00
Interest Expense-Long Term Bonds & Notes 3,500.00




Pickup Truck 1 Ton 16,000.00
Road Oil & Stone 25 000.00
Town History 15^091.00
Scott Air Pac-Fire Dept. 1,600.00
Protective Equip. -Fire Dept. 1,000.00
Committee to Study Sports Field 500.00
Capital Reserve Fund for sport sfield 5,000.00
Septic System-Twon Bldgs. 10,000.00
Cemetery Roads 1,350.00
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS CONTINUED
MISCELLANEOUS





National Bank Stok Taxes 25.00
Yield Taxes 3,000.00
Interest & Penalties on Taxes 15,000.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES
Shared Revenue-Block Grant 26,296.00
Highway Block Grant 37,939.00
Reimb. a/c/ StateOFederal Forest Land 286.00
T.R.A. Refund 260.OO
LICENSES & PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 69,000.00
Dog Licenses 1,200.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 500.00
Building Permits 300.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income From Departmnets 2,000.00
Rent of Town Property 100.00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interests on Deposits 12,000.00
Sale of Town Property 3,000.00
Trusts Funds 2,000.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 3,815.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 26,800.00
Fund Balance 55,000.00
Soil Map Fund-Capital Reserve 15,652.00
Total Revenues and Credits $283,821.00
TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Total Town Appropriations 625,003.00
Total Revenues & Credits 283,821.00
Net Town Appropriations 3^+1,182.00
Net School Tax Assessment 652,508.00
County Tax Assessment 115,576.00
Total of Town, School and County 1,109,266.00
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimb. ^9,^33.00
ADD War Service Credits 11,500.00
ADD Overlay l6,3^2.00







SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DECEMBER 31, 198^+
DESCRIPTION VALUE
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 4 50, 000. 00
FiirnitTore and Equipment 8,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 80,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 31,250.00
Police Department, Equipment 25,000.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 87,500.00
Equipment lU0,000.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 80,000.00
Equipment 110,000.00
Materials and Supplies 25,000.00
Parks, commons and Playgroimds U2,500.00
Cemetery 17,500.00
Equipment 2,500.00








SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Land $11,528,356.00
Land Under Current Use 958,i+50.00
Buildings 27,630,387-00
Public Utilities-Electric 1,927,050.00
Manufactured Housing as Real Property (132) 602, 580.00
Total Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed U2, 61+6, 823-00




Total Exemptions Allowed U88,850.00




ii?T- /^l|,l^q-,^ Manchester, New Hampshi
Certihed Public Accounlanis J (^03) 622-7070
February 18, 1985
Board of Selectmen
Town of Fi tzwi 1 1 i am, New Hampshire
We have examined the financial statements of the various
funds and account groups of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New
Hampshire, for the year ended December 31, 1984, and have issued
our report dated February 13, 1985. As part of our examination,
we made a study and evaluation of the Town's system of internal
accounting control to the extent we considered necessary to
evaluate the system as required by generally accepted auditing
standards. Under these standards, the purpose of such an
evaluation is to establish a basis for reliance on the system of
internal accounting control in determining the nature, timing,
and extent of auditing procedures that are necessary for
expressing an opinion on the financial statements and to assist
us in planning and performing our examination of the financial
Stat emen t s
.
The establishment and maintenance of a system of internal
accounting- control is an important responsibility of Town
officials. The objective of internal accounting control is to
provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance as to the
safeguarding of assets against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition and the reliability of financial records for
preparing financial statements and maintaining accountability for
assets. The concept of reasonable assurance recognizes that the
evaluation of these factors necessarily requires estimates and
judgments .
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in
considering the potential effectiveness of any system of internal
accounting control. In the performance of most control
procedures, errors can result from misunderstanding of
instructions, mistakes of judgment, carelessness or other
personal factors. Control procedures whose effectiveness depends
upon segregation of duties can be circumvented by collusion.
Similarly, control procedures can be circumvented intentionally
with respect to the estimates and judgments required in the
preparation of the financial statements. Further, projection
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of any evaluation of internal accounting control to futu
periods is subject to the risk that the procedures may beco
inadequate because of changes in conditions and that the degr
of compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
The study and evaluation previously described was made
primarily for the purpose of performing an audit in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards. It would not
necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system because it was
based on selective tests of accounting records and related date.
The study and evaluation did not disclose any weaknesses which we
consider to be material. The recommendations which follow were
developed from our observation of the Town's operations. They
are not the result of a special study.
YIELD TAX ESCROW ACXX)UNT
The Town's separate escrow account contains a cash balance
which is considerably higher than identifiable deposits. We were
unable to reconcile individual Yield Tax escrow transactions in
all cases
.
While these conditions do not significantly affect Town
operations we believe that the Board should make an effort to
identify excess cash in the account and transfer any balance to
the General Fund. We also recommend that a separate log of Yield
Tax escrow activity be maintained by the Selectmen.
GENERAL FUND BANK AOOODNTS
We noted that the Town has General Fund deposits in several
separate bank accounts. In order to simplify the Treasurer's
monthly bank reconciliation procedures we believe that those
accounts which are relatively inactive should be discontinued.
Funds deposited in those accounts would also be available to earn
a higher rate of interest.
We found many examples of sound business management
practices in our review of the Town. We wish to express our





SUMHARY OF TAX SALE ACCOUNTS
FOR THE YEAR EfCED DECEMBER 31, 19B4
-LEVIES OF-
1981 1980 PRIOR TOTALS
UNREDEEMED TAXES JANUAFTY 1, 1984 » $58,567 $32,116 $662 $1,335 $90,680
TAX SALE OF APRIL 27, 1984 76,444 76,444





UNREDEEMED TAXES- DECEMBER 31, 1984
TOTAL
$78,812 $64,147 $45,002 $723 $1,340 $190,024
$45,894
TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM
SUMMARY OF TAX WARRENTS





















Briggs, Glenn A. & Joanne
Bullock, Benjamin L. Ill & Frances b.
Chase, George D. Estate
Coburn, Gene F. & Sandra D.
Collins, Robert
Corbin, Richard M.



















Duguay, Mary J. & Lesley E.
Dunham, Jas. R. & Sandra J.
dimton, Bruce & Nancy
Durham, Frederick F. & Beverly A.






Goodnow, Richard A. & Rhonda J.
Grab, Michael D. & Lola-Gene B.
Gravel, Donald F. & Judith A.








Lilback, Eino J. Estate
Lively, Daniel F. & Nancy L.
Lovelace, Richard & Debra Fernald
McCarthy, Philip J. & Helen
McCulla, Thos. S. & Beverly S.
McElaney, Alfred & Beverly
Martin, Francis & Marie E.
Bal.


























































Matt son, Edwin 0. Jr. & Sandra E. $ 730.00
Mattson, Edwin G. & Shirley 1,193.00
May, Jeffrey L. & Sheila M. Bal. 1+52.00
Meattey, Theo. Bal. 730.00
Meserve, L. Owen Jr. & Sally D. 1,519.00
Meserve, Sally D. I6I.OO
Morin, Ida E. 57^+. 00
Neely, Carol A. Bal. ^+59.1+3
Niemela, Ralph R. & Helen E. 3,51+8.00
Noble, Susan M. 21+8.00
Noble, Susan M. 1,503.00
Patch, Richard A. & Nancy J. Bal. 50l+.31
Pelkey, Michael S. & Leonard R. , Jr. 331+.00
Pepperman, Arthur L. II & Bonnie R. 2,1+1+3.00
Pulis, Muriel & Andrea J. 1,570.00
Rant ilia, Thelma Bal. 562. 00
Ridabock, Peter l,75l+.00
Ridabock, Peter & Virginia 60O.OO
Robichaud, Robert C. & Constance A. 531.00
Rudy, Dan Jr. & Debra 528.00
Rumill, Robert & Deborah L. Bal. 1+3.69
Sable, Chas. E. Bal. I7I+.OO
Shanks, Jas. A. & Mildred E. Bal. 377-22
Silverman, Terry 1,133.00
Smith, H. Leonard & Bonnie E. 1,112.00
Smith, Ramona 76. 00
Smith, Ramona 71+8.00
Strobridge, Edward & Jane A. 1,131.00
Thompson, Sylvia 720.00
Ward, Ann M. I,6l0.00
Walz, Ernest J. Christine B. 1,691+. 00
Webber, C. Richard 9I+O.OO
Wheeler, Raymond 1+99.00
Whipple, Frank 111.00
Whipple, Frank D. 368. 00
Whipple, Henry W. 827.00
Whipple, Henry, W. , Jr. 503.00
Whipple, Richard 1+9.00
Whitcomb, Alice 1. Heirs 1+39.00
Willard, Robert R. I5I+.OO
SUNSET VILLA




Annis, Stephen W. & Anna M. 129.00
Arnold, John B. Trustee 1,883.00
Bassett, Howard C. &Karen M. 3I+2.OO
Beal, John E. 177-00
Bullock, Richard B. 81I+.OO
Bush, Warren I83.OO
Carlson, Raymond B. & Shirley G. 65I4.OO
Chafe, Richard & Francis E. Bal. 615.OO
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NON-RESIDENTS CONTINUED
Criscuolo, Vincent P. & Marilyn J. $ 81.00
Crouch, Lyle A. & Joan M, Bal. 572.00
Decatirr, Crystal L. Bal. 13^.00
Demirgian, Varohjan 156.00
Donaldson, Chas. & James D. Levan 19^.00
Fitzwilliam Bldg. & Water Corp. 3,T80,00
Foldan, Anthony & Katherine & John 236.00
Frisbie, Claire L.B. Bal. 253.00
Gibbons, Edw. & Diana 553.00
Grabinski, Stanley E. 191.00
Gregory, Sheila & Stephen P. 28.00
Guenther, Jas. H. I65.OO
Guerrette, Helen C. 362.00
Hancock, Homes, Inc. 137.00
H. Harvey, Inc. 721.00
Holman, Lloyd K. 110.00
Houpt, Freda R. 1, 802.00
Hurst, Jane E. 169.OO
Hymel, Louis J. 1,059.00
Kokell, John & Joy M. 98.00
Koster, Peter J. 129.00
Koster, Peter J. 5^.00
Lavallee, sheri 129.00
Birch, Sally C. 60.OO
Maclean, Wayne A. & Rita E. 39.00
Martin, Barry J. & Stephen 119.00
Matulich, Bruce A. II9.OO
Methe, Carolyn A. 53^.00
Mowry, Wesley & Charlotte 721.00
O'Conner, Jas. J. & Frances M. Bal. 133.00
O'Neil, Paul E. & Maureen L. 520.00
Otto 'Wendy I479.OO
Palmer, Arthur L. 85. 00
Piggott, Donna 1U2.OO
Pino, Salvatore 130.00
Robidoux, Edw.Sr. & Cora L. Bal. 239.00
Schierioth, Herman K. & Elaine H. 212.00
Schiltz, Robt. & Phyllis S. lUl.OO
Songer, Keith 89. 00
Streeter, Harold A., Jr. 201.00
Thompson, Peter 202.00
Wentzell, Richard 70.00
Wernick, Jules S. 8O.OO
Wernick, Jules & Julianne 85. 00
CAMPS ON PELKEY
Court emanche, Robert H. 36. 00
Furey, Warren 21.00
Krumbiegl, Herbert & Phyllis 97.00
Court emanche, Robert U3.OO
Deline, Brian & Rollande Ladeau Ul.OO
McGonagle, Robt. & Irene 12.00
Michael son, Carl 57.00
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MH ON PELKEY
Mossa, Richard $ 8U.00
O'Brien, Nancy 155.00
Perkins, Wm. 12.00
Richards, Donald R. 35.00
FACTORIES





Carson, Robt P. & Ruth E. 226.00
Carson, Robt P. & Ruth E. 226.00
Chase, Grahame . 226.00
Clemons, Morris H. Ill 237.00
Crasco, Robt. 226.00
Duddy, Stephen M. & Nancy M. 28U.00
Foden, Stanley J. & Patricia E. 2i+0.00
Gordon, Naomi 226.00
Lapsley, Jos. A. & Ramona J. 226.00
Mandra, Geo. & Norma 7ii2.00
Martin, Beverly 226.00
Morse, Donald R. & Eliz. A. 2^9.00
Niemela, Ralph R. & Helen E. 200.00
Paquette, 'Rene & Mary J. 2iil.00
Paquette, 'Rene & mary 113.00
Peters, Mary L. 275.00
Rankin, Harry G. Bal. 16.00
Riley, John J. & Sheila B. 252.00
Ryan, Dana & Norman J. Chase 292.00
Soly, Jos. E. & Patricia 226.00
Trueax, Bradley J. & kathleen A. 226.00
Frank, Daniel Trustee 916.00
Green, Raymond C. 10,583.00
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UNREDEEMED 1982 PROPERTY TAXES
Brown, J. P. Estate $ 1,923.51
Collins, Robert Bal. 656. Uo
Decatur, Thos. & Lucille 1,U3T.85
Durham, Frederick & Bevely 531.03
Oilman, Richard E. 6hk.23
Gross, Marc L. 752.15
Hart, Paul Bal. U50.32
Keilig, Roger B. 3,857-65
Koehler, Theo., Jr. & Ann 1,18U.67
Meserve, L. Owen Jr. & Sally D. 1,U36.51
Meserve, Sally D. 151.26
Noble, Susan M. Bal. 727.05
Whipple, Frank 12U.02
Whitcomb, Alice L. U22.70
Carlson, Raymond & Shirley 625.97
Demirgian, Varohjan li+6.39
Fitzwilliam Bldg. & Water Corp. 3,336.69
H. Harvey, Inc. 689.27
Hurst, Jane E. I68.3O
Koehler, Theo., Jr. & Ann 365. U9
Patch, Howard 2ii3.77
Crasco, Robert 221.86
Gibbons, Edward & Diana 98.95
Daniel Frank Trustee 920. 98
Total $21,117.00
UNREDEEMED I983 PROPERTY TAXES
Barnes, Nicholas A. 121.83
Chase, Geo. Estate I86.5U
Collins, Robert 707.85
Decatur, Thos. & Lucille 1,5^0.22
Dix, Brian Bal. 300.00
Durham, Frederick & Bevely 573.66
Oilman, Richard E. 69!+, 22
Graves, Jon & Ruth Bal. 53^^.03
Gross, Marc L. 796.96
Keilig, Roger B. U,117.01
Koehler, Ann M. 1,635.62
Hart, Paul 701. 56
Lovelace, Richard & Debra Fernald 205.70
Meserve, L. Owen, Jr. & Sally D. 1,51+2.32
Meserve, Sally D. 170. 06
Morin, Ida E. 592.53
Noble, Susan M. 266.50
Noble, Susan M. 1,528.69
Bailey, Donald 3^+9. 6i+
Ridabock, Peter T. Bal. i+53.68
Tucker, Steven 565.28
Webber, C. Richard 962.59
Whipple, Henry W. 81+9.37
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1983 UNREDEEMED PROPERTY TAXES CONTINUED
Whipple, Richard 56.8J+
Whitcomb, Alice L. Heirs ^58.35
Patch, Howard 268. 6o
Annis, Stephen & Anna 158.53
Arnold, John B. Trustee 1,910.28
Carlson, Raymond & Shirley 675-35
Fitzwilliam Bldg. & Water Corp. 3,562.^5
Gibbons, Edward & Diana 57^.71
H. Harvey, Inc. 7k2.kk
Hurst, Jane E. I87.88
Koster, Peter J. lU8.0i|
Matulich, Bruce A. 137-56
Thompson, Peter 210.9^
Abare, Marcia 173.20
McGonagle, Robert & Irene 29.58
Koehler, Ann M. 397-5^
Crasco, Robert 2UU.U9
Mandra, Geo. & Norma 728.82
Soly, Jos. & Patrice 2^)4. U9
Paquette, 'Rene & Mary 2iiU.U9
Total $30,550.1+U














Jane Wright, Clerk/Salary & fees

















Allan Kendall's Offc. Spec.
Treas. , State of N.H.
Services
Marjorie Ayers, Deputy Clerk






Jane Wright, Tax Sale
Printing
Jane Roberts







N.H. City & Town Clerks'
Tax Collector's Assn.
Anita Crowell, Treas.
N.H. Tax Collectos' Assn.








TOWN OFFICERS EXPENSES CONTINUED
Audit




E.F. Greene & Associates
Sewall & Co.
Evelyn Hubal, Register of Deeds
Phyllis Parker, Probate
Kirschner Ins., Bonds












Roy ' s Market
Perkins Home Center
Patriot Flagg & Banner








Public Service Co. of N.H.
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co.






Bill's Oil Co. , inc, 1,139.11
Utilities
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 2,93^.21
Services & Supplies
U.S. Post Office
Allan Kendalls Offc . Spec.
Drivers License Guide
Inter Police Chiefs Assn.
N.H. Assn. Police Chiefs
Clarkboardman
Curry Copy Center


































































































S.W. N.H. Fire Mutual Aid Systems
















































































Public Service Co. of N.H.





























































Bill's Oil Co. , Inc.





























M & M Machine
































































Public Service Co. of N.H.
New England Telephone








STONE POND BRIDGE PROJECT
Northeastern Culvert , Culvert Pipe





STONE POMP BRIDGE PROJECT CONTINUED
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc., Equipment Hire 795.00
Mark Sweeney, Labor 9^.50
John Firmin, Services & Equipment 820.00
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc., Material 3^46.72
F.W. Vn-iitcomb Corp., Hot top 1,083-56
Damon Lumber, Plank I80.OO





Treas, State of N.H.
Wages
Edwin 0. Matt son, Sr.
John Blake
Utilities
Public Service Co. of N.H.









Frank Massin Agency, Inc.
Leonard Kirschner Ins.







Edna Vandenbeempt ,Treas. VNA
Men. Family & Mental Health
STREET LIGHTS








Patriot Flag & Banner
Paula Baldwin








S.W.N.H. Reg. Pin. Coram.




















































































































Deane Fire Equipment 900.00
Motorola Comm. & Electronics 1,033.00
Hilltop Chevrolet 12,815-00
Barrett Equipment 3,000.00






Treas., State of N.H., Marriage Lie.
Treas. , County of Cheshire





llie l-'itzwill iam I'ire Department responded to 167 calls in
1984, a 20% increase over 1983. 'Ilic calls Included 3 structure fires,
15 chimney and/or partition fires, S car fires, 25 Mutual Aid calls,
89 rescue calls, 4 automatic fire alann calls, 3 brush fires, 12
motor vehicle accidents, 1 civil defense call and 10 other calls
including gas leaks, electrical problems and smoke investigations.
r.QUIPMnNT
Our equipment status is relatively unchanged from last
year's report. Hie 1978 Pord and 1965 Intemational pumpers continue
to be in good to excellent condition, llie 1978 Mack tanker has
served the purpose intended by tlie firewards of providing for rapid
delivery of a substantial amount of water, 'llie rescue and forestry
trucks are in good condition. Tlie old tanker continues in service
on a seasonal basis. As noted last year, the Village pumper/reel
truck continues in service, however, meclianical problems are being
encountered, and this unit will soon need replacement.
TRAINING
In 1984, several members of tlie original groujo of HMT's in
the department did not get recertified. However, to overcome this
situation, the department will hold a so called first responders
course in the winter of 1985 to give more members basic training in
the rescue field and allow us to have an adequate group of personnel
to handle a majority of rescue problems until the ambulance arrives.
Aside from rescue training, the department continues to
hold drills each month and selected fire and rescue topics, and
many of the members are continuing to take courses at fleadowood
in the spring and fall fire schools.
1985 WARRANT ARTICLES
As with the past few years, there will be a special money
article in the warrant for protective equipment. We ask your con-
tinued support for this type of article to secure adequate equipment
for each member.
There will also be a special money article for a capital
reserve fund for the fire department. As noted in the equipment
section, the Village Ford pumper/reel truck will soon need to be
replaced. In addition, the firewards feel that there ought to be a
reasonable savings plan in place, as in past times, for the routine
replacement of frontline vehicles and equipment as necessary. We
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expect to come in witli a proposal for a new reel truck in 1986 if
tlie meclianical condition of tlie Village truck continues to deteriorate.
Some of you will recall that in 1983 a committee was
appointed to study the Village fire/police station issue. Tlie
committee filed a report in the 1983 annual report. It is expected
that the committee will also file a report for 1984 indicating that
the estimate for the combined building finally secured from a local
contractor was beyond what the committee thouglit the town could
afford. In addition, a majority of the Board of Selectmen was not
behind the project. Accordingly, the Budget Committee and Selectmen
suggested that the issue be kept active with a proposal to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 in 1985 for the purpose of site
acquisition for a new fire station in or near the Village. Although
no firm proposals have been received or considered, the firewards
encourage keeping the issue under consideration since the present
Village station is inadequate for both departments, and some action
is going to have to be taken.
NEADOWOOD
Tlie Meadowood County Area Fire Department continues to
offer its fine service to the Town of Fitzwilliam both through the
availability of firefighting equipment, and its excellent training
facility. We would ask your*continued support for the annual town
appropriation which goes to the membership to support its operational
expenses, and we also encourage townspeople to continue to support
the Board of Directors annual membership drive, as well as the present
capital fund drive to complete the new structural firefighting building.
Respectfully submitted,
Edwin 0. Nfattson, Jr. , Chief
William N. Prigge, Assistant Chief
Winston A. Wright, Deputy Chief
FIRBVARDS
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FIRE CALLS FOR 1984
12/01/83 Chimney fire at Harry Lafriener on West Lake Rd.
12/01/83 Structure fire at Harry Lafriener on West Lake Rd.
12/01/83 Rescue call at the Trask res. on Richmond Rd.
12/04/83 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
12/05/83 Rescue call at the Crane res. on Holman Rd.
12/08/83 Rescue call at the Jacob res. on Rte. 12 So.
12/08/83 Partition fire at the Smith res. on Putney Rd.
12/12/83 Rescue call at the Gay res. on Depot Rd.
12/12/83 Car accident on Rte. 119 and Royalston Rd.
12/14/83 Rescue call at the Thompson res. on Perry Rd.
12/16/83 Chimney fire at the Rudy res. on Royalston Rd.
12/17/83 Rescue call at the Fitzwilliam Inn
12/18/83 Rescue call at the McManus res. in Stone Villa
12/19/83 Mutual aid rescue call to Troy Mills
12/23/83 Mutual aid call to Winchedon, Mass.
12/24/83 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
12/27/83 Rescue call at the Fitzwilliam Police dept.
12/28/83 Smoke investigation at the Gilson res. on Fullum Hill Rd.
12/29/83 Mutual aid to Winchendon, Mass.
01/02/84 Furnace problem at the David Stone res.
01/12/84 Mutual aid to Winchedon, Mass.
01/14/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
01/15/84 Chimney fire at the Downs res. on Royalston Rd.
01/17/84 Chimney fire at the Yasvin res. on Lower Troy Rd.
01/18/84 L.P. gas leak at the Mangini res. on Webb Hill Rd.
01/19/84 Car accident on Rte. 119 Cushmans Corner
01/21/84 Chimney fire at the Brown res. on Depot Rd.
01/21/84 Rescue call at the McManus res. in Stone Villa
01/23/84 Mutual aid to Rindge
02/01/84 Rescue call at the Haskell res. on the Upper Troy Rd.
02/01/84 Chimney fire at the Chase res. on East Lake Rd.
02/07/84 Mutual aid to Rindge
02/08/84 Rescue call at the Fitzwilliam Fire Station
02/12/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
02/14/84 Mutual aid to Rindge
02/18/84 Rescue call at the Oxman res. on Old Troy Rd.
02/25/84 Smoke investigation at the Bryant res. on Fullum Hill Rd.
02/25/84 Chimney fire at the Potter res. on Old Troy Rd.
02/26/84 Mutual aid to Rindge
02/28/84 Car fire on Rte. 119 and Holman Rd.
02/28/84 Rescue call at the Lafriener res. on West Lake Rd.
03/05/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
03/07/84 Rescue call at the Smith res. on Columbia Rd.
03/07/84 Mutual aid to Troy
03/08/84 Mutual aid to Troy
03/09/84 Smoke investigation at the Bateman res. Upper Troy Rd.
03/10/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
03/12/84 Chimney fire at the Buss res. on Upper Troy Rd.
03/16/84 Rescue call at the Johannson res. on Upper Troy Rd.
03/17/84 Rescue call at the Derby res. on Angier Rd.
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03/20/84 Rescue call at the Downs res. on Royalston Rd.
03/21/84 Rescue call at the Koehler res. on Fullum Hill Rd.
03/24/84 Rescue call at the Cattherton res. in Stone Villa
03/25/84 Rescue call at the Patterson res. on Royalston Rd.
04/05/84 Automatic fire alarm at the Erich res. on Upper Troy Rd.
04/08/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
04/08/84 Structure fire at PLP on Creamery Rd.
04/09/84 Rescue call at the Grier res. on Collins Pond Rd.
04/12/84 Rescue call at the Goodnow res. on Royalston Rd.
04/12/84 Rescue call at the Thompson res. on Perry Rd.
04/15/84 Chimney fire at the Jadwin res. on Putney Rd.
04/16/84 Electrical problem at the Quesnel res. on Rindge Rd.
04/17/84 Rescue call at PLP on Creamery Rd.
04/19/84 Rescue call at Portolite Co. on Creamery Rd.
04/21/84 Furnace problem at Duval res. on Holman Rd.
04/23/84 Mutual aid to Troy
04/28/84 Rescue call Art Dunton on Rte. 12 So.
04/08/84 Car accident on Rte. 12 Sip Pond Corner
04/29/84 Rescue call at the Shanks res. on Fullum Hill Rd.
05/01/84 Mutual aid to Winchendon, Mass.
05/01/84 Mutual aid to Winchendon, Mass.
05/03/84 Mutual aid to Troy
05/03/84 Rescue call at the Hill res. on Old Coach Rd.
05/06/84 Boiler problem at Tommila Bros.
05/06/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
05/11/84 Rescue call at the Fitzwilliam Inn
05/11/84 Car accident on Rte. 119 West
05/12/84 Car accident on East Lake Rd.
05/15/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
05/17/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
05/17/84 Rescue call at the Harkins res. on Fish Rock Rd.
05/17/84 Rescue call at the Meatty res. on Royalston Rd.
05/19/84 Car accident Rte. 119 Foot of Depot Hill
05/20/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
05/20/84 Rescue call at the Village Fire Station
05/22/84 Rescue call at the Melvin res. on Hemlock Drive
05/23/84 Rescue call at the Sillanpaa res. on Royalston Rd.
05/27/84 Rescue call at the Lawrence res. on Robbins Rd.
05/27/84 Rescue call at the Sportsmens Pond on Derby Mill Rd.
05/30/84 Service call at the Terhume res. on East Lake Rd.
05/30/84 Flooding call at Stones Pond
06/04/84 Mutual aid to Troy
06/09/84 Car fire Rte. 12 So. and #4 Rd.
06/10/84 Rescue call at State Line Campgrounds
06/14/84 Car accident on East Lake Rd.
06/16/84 Rescue call at the McManus res. Stone Villa
06/24/84 Chimney fire at the Martin res. on Lower Troy Rd.
06/27/84 Rescue call at the Jacobs res. on Depot Hill
06/28/84 Car accident Rte. 12 South
06/29/84 Car fire Rte. 12 South
07/13/84 Mutual aid rescue call to Rte. 119 Richmond
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07/13/84 Car fire at Nick's Junk Yard
07/14/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
07/14/84 Mutual aid to Troy (Rescue)
07/15/84 Mutual aid to Troy (Rescue)
07/18/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
07/21/84 Rescue call at Dr. Guild's office
07/27/84 Car accident on Rte . 119 West
07/27/84 Automatic fire alarm at the Mead res. on Upper Troy Rd.
07/27/84 Car accident on Rte 12 and FuUum Hill Rd.
08/01/84 Rescue call at the Fitzwilliam Ski Area
08/02/84 Automatic fire alarm at the Peterson res. on Royalston Rd.
08/04/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
08/07/84 Rescue call at the Dunton res. on Rte. 12 South
08/08/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
08/08/84 Structure fire at the Liberty res. in Fitzwilliam Depot
08/11/84 Mutual aid to Troy (Rescue)
08/13/84 Mutual aid to Richmond (Rescue)
08/14/84 Rescue call to Markwell res. on Rte. 12 So.
08/15/84 Rescue call off the West Lake Rd.
08/16/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
08/18/84 Rescue call at the Nienberg res. off Howeville Turnpike Rd.
08/18/84 Mutual aid to Troy
08/18/84 Rescue call at Woodbrook Campgrounds
08/22/84 Rescue call at Stateline Campgrounds
08/25/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
08/26/84 Car accident on Rte. 119 West Cushmans Corner
08/29/84 Rescue call Rte. 119 West
08/29/84 Rescue call at the Melvin res. on Hemlock Drive
09/04/84 Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
09/06/84 Chimney fire at the Weare res. on Cross Rd.
09/08/84 Mutual aid to Troy (Rescue)
09/17/84 Car accident Rte. 119 foot Depot Hill
09/18/84 Chimney fire at the Demasi res. on East Lake Rd.
09/23/84 Car accident Rte. 12 State Line
09/23/84 Rescue call at the Garland res. on FuUum Hill Rd.
09/24/84 Mutual aid to Rindge
09/29/84 Rescue call Dunton res. on Rte. 119 West
09/30/84 Brush fire off Rte. 12 behind Strawberry Acres
10/02/84 Chimney fire at the Alsworth res. on Jock Page Rd.
10/03/84 Rescue call at the Haskell res. on Upper Troy Rd.
10/05/84 Mutual aid call to Rindge
10/07/84 Mutual aid to Troy (Rescue)
10/08/84 Rescue call at the Massin res. in Village
10/10/84 Rescue call at Tommila Bros.
10/12/84 Brush fire on Fullum Hill Rd.
10/14/84 Rescue call at the Spicer res. on Old Richmond Rd.
10/16/84 Car fire on Rte. 12 by C.R. Bards
10/19/84 Rescue call at Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
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Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
Rescue call at the Bash res. on Fullum Hill Rd.
Rescue call at the Depot Common
Rescue call at C.R. Bards
Smoke investigation at the Rabbitt res. on Jaffrey Rd.
Rescue call at the Welch res. on Rindge Rd.
Rescue call at the Cunningham res.
Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
Rescue call at the Morey res. on Rte. 119 East
Rescue call at the Boyce res. in the Village
Chimney fire at the Truax res. on Depot Rd.
Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
Rescue call at the Bash res. on Fullum Hill Rd.
Rescue call at the Duplease res. on Tree Farm Rd.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ELLIOT INSTITUTE, FITZWILLIAM
Statement of Receipts s, Disbursements
for the year ending December 31, 1984
FUNDS IN BMIKS ON DECEI-tBER 31, 19 8 3
Checking account $ 456.56
Savings account 272.94













Temple Town Band $ 350.00
American Legion Band -




State of NH filing fee 25.00
Safe deposit box rent 16.75
FUNDS IN BANK ON DECEMBER 31, 19 3 4
Checking account <; 686.13
Savings account 833.79




SECURITIES AT MARKET VALUE ON DECEMBER 31, 19 84
117 shs American Tel .v Tel
* 11 AmeritGCh
* 11 Bell Atlantic
* 33 Bell South
* 11 NYNEX









* 11 shs SW Bell
* 11 US '.'Jest
**121 Chemical Bank NY Trust
102 Bank of Boston
16 Niagara Mohawk Power
30 Pacific Gas & Electric
4 5 Sears Roebuck
25 Texaco
Chemical New York Trust Notes
* Shares of the seven regional telephone companies received
February 1, 1984, as a result of the AT&T breakup
** 50% stock dividend as of February 9, 1984 increased holding
from 81 to 121 shares.
$
POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT FOR 1984
Police activity in 1984 remained relatively consistent with little
drama. Perhaps the most startling of the facts in this report are
those involving our young people. Al
1
the sexual offenses reported
in 1984 involved young victims, as did both of the attempted suicides
reported to us. These reports may well be due to the increased atten-
tion placed on abuse today, and might not otherwise have been reported.
If you suspect someone is a victim of abuse, please report it - anony-
mously or not; we must not ignore our children.
Sixty-seven traffic accidents were reported, for which causes were
nearly evenly divided. One third of the accidents were due to road
conditions, driver violations, or other causes (inattention, sleep,
etc.) respectively. Only twenty-one percent occurred on town roads,
with Route 119 leading Route 12 slightly as the most accident prone
of the state highways. Seventy-five percent of these accidents were
limited to property damage only. The most serious of traffic accidents
was a fatality in which a lady motorcyclist was killed in a collision
on Route 119 West.
Overall, we received 1,272 calls for service, of which 166 were animal
related. 53,484 miles were traveled on our two cars. We made 1,895
property inspections in our continuing Crime Prevention Program, con-
ducted 105 investigations, made 56 custodial arrests, and stopped ap-
proximately 651 motorists. If you have the misfortune of being stopped
for a traffic violation, you may have the good fortune of getting a
warning. We are now issuing written warnings, to provide a lingering
reminder to obey the rules of the road. Please drive carefully and
lawful ly
.
Ninety-six of the investigations we conducted were for bonafide crimes,
and we cleared sixty-three percent. Eleven percent were felonies,
and seventy-seven percent were misdemeanors. Though we have initiated
prosecution of more persons, dispositions were reached in 219 cases
involving 136 defendants. Fifty-three percent were for traffic viola-
tions, and the remainder were for misdemeanors or felonies.
A special appropriation requests funds to purchase a new traffic radar.
The current one is over 11 years old. We are eligible for matching
funds from the New Hampshire Highway Safety Agency to purchase a new
radar, and the amount requested represents our share of the purchase
price. The purchase is dependent, of course, on the success of the
grant application.
Two full-time officers left the department for other jobs, and were
replaced promptly with little interruption to our operations. This
appears to be a plight of a small community unable to compete with
other employers. In spite of this, we continue to have a dedicated
staff of well trained officers that you can take pride in; I certainly
do, and thank them for their continuing integrity and service.
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This, my tenth year as your police chief, affords me an opportunity
to reflect on the changes I have seen, with two areas of particular
interest. First, police work has changed considerably in a relatively
short time. No longer can the local cop break up a disturbance, check
someone suspicious, or make an arrest without triggering an avalanch
of legal issues, designed to prevent the government or police from
infringing on citizens' rights. This has required us to devote time
to record keeping, and to stay up to date in a rapidly changing legal
field. Dumb cops are a thing of the past. Rather than be intimidated
by this legal system, we have developed with it, and have learned to
use it effectively to our advantage. Second, Fitzwilliam remains a
nice community because of the relationship between the people and the
police department. Some time ago, it looked certain that crime and
disorder would dominate our town. You responded with a commitment
and cooperation, and together we can take credit for our town being
what it is today. I hope that in years to come we will be able to
do even more to keep Fitzwilliam a nice town to live in.
The 198A Town Meeting authorized the purchase of a police car. Though
it was ordered properly, the factory was unable to fill the order.
Meanwhile, the engine in the current car needed replacement, and the
new car order was cancelled so that we could get more value from the
repair. We recently ordered the new car, and have found the new price
to be somewhat higher than last year's. This has necessitated the
article in the warrant requesting $800.00 to accommodate the increase.
Planning for a new fire department substation and new police quarters
has been going on for some time. The needs of the police are not ex-
travagant, but we do need first floor access and more appropriate
space, to afford privacy in particular. The Building Committee has
been very active, and has tried to accommodate all interested parties
in its two years of existence, and deserves our thanks for its hard
work.
You may have noticed, if you've called the police, that we may have
called you back to let you know the outcome of the call. Of course,
we aren't always able to be specific, and are not always able to call
you back. We feel that giving you feedback encourages you to get in-
volved, and we will be continuing this experiment in hopes of being
able to do it all the time in the future.
On behalf of the police department, my thanks to those persons and





REGISTER OF (PRIMARY) OFFENSES KNOWN FOR 1984
Aggravated Felonious Sexual Assault 2
Sexual Assault 1




Vandalism (Criminal Mischief) 20
DWI 20
Other Offenses (Criminal Trespass , Possession
,
Stolen Property, Disorderly Conduct, Driving Offenses,
Bad Checks, ate. )
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FIRE AND POLICE DEPARTMENT BUILDING COMMITTEE FINAL REPORT
The Building Committee was extended another year by a vote at 1984
Town Meeting in order to present a recommendation to the Town for a
combination Fire and Police Department building. The committee met
during 1983- 1984 in order to present this proposal at the 1984
Town Meeting, but the final plan was not complete at that time.
After considering all possible alternatives, and debating the good
and bad points of each plan, the committee recommends that the Town
build a combination building on the present Eagle Building site
next to the Town Hall. The features would include the following:
1. A two-bay Fire Station, capable of holding
two modern engines.
2. A complete Police Department facility.
3. A depository for town records (vault).
4. A conference room.
5. Potential for a stand-by electrical generator
for emergencies.
6. Potential fire pump, tied into a sprinkler
system for the Town Hall.
The plan met all goals of the Fire and Police Departments, and the
Committee. Plans were drawn up by architect Charles Roy, and sent
out for estimates to three contractors. Only one estimate was re-
ceived, coming in at $246,000. Adding the architect fees brought
the final cost estimate to $275,000. This proposal was not for-
warded to the Budget Committee.
The goals of the committee were to advise to the Town the best pos-
sible plan to meet the needs of the Town concerning a Fire and
Police Department Building, with a 15 to 20 year growth taken into
consideration. This report finalizes the committee's activity.
Respectfully,




The Highway Department has been very busy this past year.
Two pug mixes were made for patching and skimming last year, with the
remainder to be used this year for the same purposes.
Ditch work was done on Putney Road and Rockwood Pond Road with a Gra-
dall.
Regular spring and summer work was done with tree cutting, brush cut-
ting, replacement of culverts, and hauling of gravel for use on many
of the roads in town.
Rockwood Pond Rd. , South St., Warren Hill Rd. , Tap Mountain Rd. , Rho-
dodendron Road, Pierce Rd. , Columbian Rd. , and Brigham Hill Rd. , all
received gravel to help make them better for travel.
The condition of Rhododendron Road was improved with the removal of
a great many rocks from the road, and ditch work that was done on that
road.
Grading was also done on many roads throughout the town.
Due to the high waters this past spring, Templeton Turnpike Road was
closed for a time. It took 800 yards of fill being hauled into this
road before it could be reopened.
The bridge on Templeton Turnpike Road was also extensively damaged
and had to be replaced. A private contractor was hired to do the major
work with the Highway Department assisting when necessary.
The loss of two workers from the Highway Department this last spring
slowed down the progress of the Department, but we do feel that it






1984 Chevrolet one ton riew
1981 Ford L-8000 Dump Truck good
1976 Ford F-750 Dump Truck poor
1976 J.D. Front End Loader good
1970 J.D. Road Grader good
10-12 Ton Huber Roller good
Highway Pickup Sander fair
Highway V-Box Sanders - five yard good
Good Roads Snow Plow good








The Town Hall was opened free of charge for the following Town Commit-
tees. The Fitzwilliam Preschool, Town Meeting, The Historical Society,
Fitzwilliam District Nurses Association, Emerson School, Recreation
Committee, Friends of the Old Patch Place, The Elliot Institute, Gap
Mountain Lions Club, Meadowood Fire Dept . , Village Precinct, VFW Auxil-
iary, Board of Adjustment, Planning Board, Building Committee, Budget
Committee and Forest Fire Wardens.
The Town Hall was opened with charge to the Trinity Baptist Church






The Town History Committee wishes to thank everyone who worked, contri-
buted photographs and information for the updated Town History, thus
making it a reality.
This updated 250 page history covering the period from 1884-1984 will
be available for sale at $16.00 per copy, about mid-April.






Library circulation in 1984 totaled 8,634. We acquired 353 new books,
and discarded 173. This brings the total number of volumes to 13,022.
Gifts in memory of Mary Gartner purchased: 1 book. 3 books were pur-
chased for the Mamie Roche Fund, and 2 books were purchased in memory
of Tracy Krunklevich.
Once again, due to the Alice Cleveland Fund, which purchased 84 new
books in 1984, the Friends of the Fitzwilliam Library have aided us
in non-book ways. This past summer, we had the downstairs of the
Library carpeted, with the Friends, and our Marguerite Davis Fund,
contributing to the cost. Other repairs included the repainting of
the front room ceilings, and the repainting of the chimney. The Li-
brary, while retaining its original charm, has been brightened and,
(we hope) made more comfortable in our ongoing renovations.
In addition to helping pay for the carpeting, the Friends sponsored
the March and August months of juvenile films, the storytelling cele-
bration for National Library week, and the musical February and Novem-
ber teas. They also organized the summer book sale, and an afternoon
book discussion group. We are still trying to make up for the defunct
State Library bookmobile service with increased purchases and with
Interlibrary loans. So far, we seem to be filling the gap satisfacto-
rily.
Other events held in 1984 included summertime story hour for the young-
er children (as well as the bi-weekly preschool storytime), and puppet-
making for the older children. In all, 344 children attended story
times, 137 children attended films, 16 children attended the puppet-
making workshop, and 20 attended the storytelling by Gail Talbot.
I attended a Library Techniques course through Keene State College
last fall on the selection of Library Materials.
Projects this year included the weeding and the reorganization of the
youth room (with a new set of science encyclopedias added to the col-
lection), and the assimilation of the leftover state books.
Volunteers who have been of help to me this year are Judy Hancock,





REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TREASURER - 1984












Total Receipts for 1984 $15,384.33
DISBURSEMENTS FOR 1984
Salaries $5,575.50
Books and Periodicals 3,079.10
Library Supplies 131.76









Balance on Hand December 31, 1984 $ 348.40
" Receipts used to purchase books
"'"' $1,200.00 reimbursed from Friends of the Library





FINANCIAL REPORT - 1984
REPORT PREPARED 1/28/85




Int. (N.O.W. Account) 30.70
Total Receipts 580.70
Disbursements - 1984
6-5 Village Barn-paint, supplies 64.91
8-23 Dan Stark-7 lawn cuttings + equipment 210.00
10-17 Bill Connelly-7 lawn cuttings + equipment 210.00
Total Disbursements $ 484.91
Total Receipts 1,143.94
Total Disbursements 484.91




FITZWILLIAM DISTRICT NURSING ASSOCIATION, INC.
Home Health Care & Community Services has, for three years, provided
nurses, home health aides, meals, therapy, and child maintenance in
40 southern New Hampshire communities. Each year our town appropriates
money, on a per capita basis, to this organization for professional
services. Staff members drive to Fitzwilliam, as needed, from either
the Keene or the Peterborough offices. Residents should call 532-8353
for information regarding home health care. It is important to ask
one's physician to provide the Home Health Care & Community Services
office with specific orders for health care. The visiting nurses carry
out physicians' orders in the home as they might in a hospital or nurs-
ing home.
A lot of changes are taking place in health care. The field of home
health care is growing to accommodate changes in institutional care.
Patients are being discharged earlier from hospitals. The visiting
nursing associations are training their staffs to provide a wider range
of services within the home. Patients, and their families, are being
taught to provide more of the health care needed to maintain patients
at home rather than in the clinical atmosphere of hospitals and nursing
homes
.
Fitzwilliam has had a volunteer visiting nursing association for sever-
al decades. Locally, we hold a monthly blood pressure clinic at the
Town Hall on the 2nd Wednesday between 2:00 and 4:30 PM. All are wel-
come, and appointments are not required. Hospital beds, commodes,
wheelchairs, walkers, crutches and canes are loaned to residents.
Rides are provided for those needing medical appointments in Jaffrey,
Peterborough, Keene or Gardner. Annually, each fall, many volunteers
begin the Christmas Baskets Program which is a very successful way
of remembering community members in need of attention at holiday time.
Names and phone numbers of people managing individual programs appear
in The Fitzwilliam Newsletter.
F D N A 1984-85
President Mrs. June Parker Directors:
Vice President Mrs. Carolyn Lawrence Mr. Joseph Roche
Treasurer Mrs. Kitty VandenBeemt Mrs. Maureen Brown
Recording Mr. Lucien Vianey
Secretary Mrs. Laurie Lafond Mrs. Jean Castles
Corresponding Mrs. Ruth Graves
Secretary Mrs. Cynthia Cunningham
Home Health Care and Community Services Board Members:
Mrs. Linda Kenison, Mr. Frank Crowley, Mrs. Barbara Crutchley
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FITZWILLIAM DISTRICT NURSING ASSOCIATION
TREASURKR'S REPORT: JANUARY 1, 1984 to DECEMBER 31. 1984
GENERAL FUND
Balance Jan. 1, 198I* : CCSB NOW Acct . //918766I*
Receipts
Tov-n Appropriation
Trustees of Trust Fund - Haskell Fund
Donations
Interest: CCSB NOW Acct. #9l8766U
CCSB GAIN Acct. /Haskell #7032163
Disbursements
Monadnock Community Visiting Nurse Assoc. - Services
Donations/Gifts
Expenses re Blood Pressure Clinic
GeneraJ. Liability Insurance Policy
Postage
Printing
Balance Dec. 31, I98U : CCSB NOW Acct. #918766!+
CCSB GAIN Acct. /Haskell #7032163
NANCY COX FUND
Balance Jan. 1, 198)*: CCSB GAIN Acct. /Cox #7032163
Receipts
Interest: CCSB GAIN Acct. /Cox #7032163
Disbursements
Purchase for Needy
Balance Dec. 31, 198I* : CCSB GAIN Acct. /Cox #7032163
CHRIST?<AS BASKET FUND
Balance Jan. 1, 198U: CCSB GAIN Acct ./Christmas #7032163
Receipts
Donations from 0r(7anizations , Companies and Individuals
Interest: CCSB GAIN Acct ./Christmas #7032163
Disbursements
Expenses of Christmas Projects
Balance Dec. 31, I98I4: CCSB GAIN Acct ./Christmas #7032163
DENTAL FUND
Balance Jan. 1, 198I* : CCSB GAIN Acct. /Dental #7032163
Receipts
Interest: CCSB GAIN Acct. /Dental #7032163
Emerson School Dental Hygiene Program
Disbursements
Emerson School Dental Hygiene Program




After spending many hours rewriting the subdivision regulations that
were passed in 1970, and after obtaining helpful guidance from the
Southwest Region Planning Commission, the new subdivision regulations
were passed at a hearing in November. A copy of these regulations
are in the Selectmen's Office, and may be referred to by anyone in-
terested.
The Planning Board reviewed seventeen requests for subdivisions this
year, some of which are still to be resolved.
Dick Rees and Katie Metzger were re-elected to the Planning Board,
and Dan Stark and Charlie Massin were appointed as alternates.
All of the Planning Board meetings are open to the public, and towns-
people are urged to attend, especially when the subdivision under con-
sideration effects you as an abutting landowner.
Planning Board meetings are on the first and third Monday evenings




CEMETERY COMMISSION REPORT - 1984
Following the duties prescribed for this Commission - the two ceme-
teries, Village and Pine Grove, have been regularly mowed and trimmed
with special preparation for Memorial Day.
Grave sites needing special attention were repaired and put in proper
shape. ^ ^
Special treatments of lime acid grass seed were applied this fall.








The committee to develop a ball/sports field met six times. A surveyor
was hired to do a topographical map of the field. He charged and was
paid $256.00 (the first surveyor we contacted quoted us a price of
$500.00— for the same job). Using this information from the map, we
will contact various construction companies to get figures on how much
it will cost for rough fill, and loam. We sent for, and received,
various blueprints for laying the Sportsfield from the State free of





















KENNEY, JR. FREDERICK S,
LOVELL, NANCY E.











MATTSON, LI ISA G.
FLETCHER, ASHLEY W.
BLODGETT, LEE B.
LA FONTAINE, RAY A.
HOLMAN, KATHLEEN M.










































































Year ending December 31, 198A
NAME DATE
01-17-84UELCH, ALICIA LYNN
DAMON, SUZETTE EMILY 02-23-84
FORTIN, JENNIFER LYNN 03-02-84
GODDARD, KAREN RASHXEE 04-18-84
CARRIER, TYLER JOHN 05-07-84
REGLIN, AMANDA LEE 05-24-84
PELKEY, ALICIA ANN 06-27-84
ORTON, KEVIN ROGER 07-02-84
GILL, MEGAN EILEEN 07-20-84
NOTTI, JENNA MARIE 07-26-84
LA FONTAINE, ERIC ALAN 08-16-84
CHAPMAN, JOSHUA MATTHEW 08-22-84
MAY, NAOMI SIOBHAN 10-31-84
UHEELER, PAIGE REAVILL 11-14-84
HAYNES, NATHANIEL PAUL 11-23-84
MEATTEY, DANIEL DAVID 11-28-84





















































Year ending December 31, 1984
NAMEDATE
01-02-84 THOMPSON, JOHN W.
02-15-64 SUNDMAN, VICTORIA MARIE
02-28-84 LAFRENIERE, ELEANOR MARY
03-24-84 CATTERTON, RAYMOND T.
04-02-84 GAY, GLADYS M.
05-17-84 HARKINS, ROBERT WILLIS
06-20-84 MCMANUS, THOMAS WALTER
08-15-84 HENRY, JEAN STRADFORD
08-30-84 FLETCHER, LOUIS E.
09-08-84 BROADHURST, ANTU JUNE
09-26-84 RAITTO, JEFFREY ROSS
10-14-84 SPICER, THELMA L.
12-15-84 HOLMAN, ANNIE M.
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NAME LAND BLDGS. TOTAL




M11-L31 lA L 600
M11-L37 17. 2A L/B 15,300 74,100 90,000
Anderson, Gary L.
M8-L14 1.2A L 6,050 6,050
Anderson, Henry A. & Annie S.
M4-L42 3A L 650
M4-L43 28. 6A L/B CU 7,070 19,900
M12-L2 116A L CU 8,700
M12-L8 3.6A L 400
M26-L10 6.2A L/B 1,300 10,700 48,720
Veteran's Exemption 50
Anderson, Robert H.
M4-L19 3.6A L 1,100
M4-L44 5.5A L/B 6,150 46,400 52,550
M8-L15 2.2A L 6,550
M11-L53 lA L 400
M26-L8 .6A L 150
Anderson, Robert H. & Janice M.
M4-L13 4.4a L 50
M4-L18 91A L CU 3,100
M4-L39 7.3A L 550
M4-L43A lA L/B 3,750 1,100 4,750
Angier, Wallace & Emeline L.
M32-L54 3A L/B 10,550 29,200 39,750
Veteran's Exemption 50




Bateman, Richard C., Jr.
M17-L7-1 3.73A L 5,800 5,800
Beauregard, Roderic E. &. Judy E.
M6-L44 5.5A L/B 9,250 30,550 41,500
M6-L45 1.5A L 750 750
Beers, Charles A. & Catherine R.
M4-L55 15. 2A L/B CU 9,050 59,300 68,350
Veteran's Exemption 50




M12-L37 4A L/B 14,200 87,050 101,250
M12-L38-1 11. 5A L/B 3,900 1,650 5,550
Bullard, Curtis R. & Shirley
M17-L5-1 5.1A L/B 8,100 35,100 43,200
M17-L5 23A L 3,900 3,900
Bullock, Beniamin L. Ill & Frances
M12-L9 7A L 2,450 2,450
M12-L10 ,8A L/B 10,150 31,000 43,600
Burkhardt, Anne He! ene
M33-L7 219'X168' L/B 8,000 57,600 65,600
Burt, Timothy P. & Donna I.
M7-L28-C 7.9A L/B 5,10'^ 36,400 41,500
Buss, F. Howard & Jane M.
M32-L4 L/B 6,500 74,900 81,400
M9-L10-2 7.4A L 7,600 7,600
Bystrak, Carolyn
M12-L31 7A L/B 10,050 28,750 38,800
Cantua, Raymond F. & Shirley A.
M15-L51 9.7A L/B 11,025 45,200 56,225
Carrier, Louis D. & Joyce G.





M28-L21 L/B 2,500 8,500 11,000
Coon, Gail W.
M31-L3 .75A L'B 4,500 53,400 58,000
M31-L2-1 .21 A L 100
Coon, Keith W. &. Beth U.
M29-L6 L/B 2,500 16,950 19,450
Corrette, Robert J. & Louise D.
M11-L22 lOA L CU 750
Mil -LI 8 5A L 900
M11-L19 1.8A L/B 9,350 30,600
M11-L21 5A L 1,550
M1-L47 3.6A L 450 42,850
Veteran's Exemption 50
Crabtree, Gertrude E,





Crenshaw, James R. & Janelle P.
M7-L28-5 5A L/B
Crocker, Kendall F. Ill
M4-L67 5A L/B




Crowley, Francis J. & Dorothea D
M35-L20 L/B
Veteran's Exemption
Crutchley, Donald 0. & Barbara B.
M11-L30 35. 4A L/B 12,700 70,600
M11-L38 16A L CU 1,200
M11-L39 3A L CU 225 84,725
Veteran's Exemption 50
Cuccinello, Lorenzo J. & Olga F.





M29-L8 1.5A L/B 5,600
Cunningham, Robt. A. & Cynthia P.
M14-L38 16A L/B
Cuomo, Gene & Maureen K.
M14-L37-1 3A L/B
Curt in, Mark A.
M10-L46 15A L/B CU






Curtis, Roland & Linda Cucchiara
M6-L26 2A L/B 7,150
Veteran's Exemption
Gushing, Jeremiah M. , Jr.
M17-L1 92A L/B CU





Cynewski, Edward P. & Linda Tewsbury
M7-L2 5A L 5,850
Dahl, Frank A. & Lillian B.
M30-L3 lOA L/B 8,200
M30-L16-2 1.3A L '250
Damon, Brian K.
M4-L74 30. 4A L/B 3,550
Damon, Clayton H. & Bernice &. Brian
M4-L34 9A L









Damon, John R. & Beverly F.
M4-L38 46A L CU
M4-L20 4A L CU
M4-L21 58A L CU
M4-L26 7.2A L CU
M4-L27 15. 7A L CU
M4-L35 13A L CU










































M4-L2 9 7. 5A L CU 7,300
M4-L4 15A L CU 1,125
M4-L7 10. 5A L CU 800
M4-L8 14A L CU 1,050
M4-L10 15A L CU 1,125
M4-L11 lOA L CU 750
M4-L58 1.4A L 150
M4-L74-3 44A L 9,000
M8-L9 25. 5A L CU 2,150
M8-L40 49A L 16,800
M12-L3 50. 6A L 10,300 57,500
Davis, David F. & Beverly A.
M7-L28-7 5.2A L/B 4,700 36,500 41,200
Davis, Edith L.
M10-L12 75A L CU 5,625
M10-L13 6.5A L/B 11,550 66,600 83,775
Davis, Wm. H., Jr. & Sandra M.
M5-L2 108A L CU 8,100 8,100
M33-L24 4.5A L/B 10,300 53,400 63,700
M15-L27 2.4A L 4,300 4,300
M25-L14 50«X135' L/B 10,000 32,250 42,250
M25-L21 55'X145' L 4,150 4,150
Veteran's Exemption 50
Davis, Mildred B.
M33-L29 9A L/B 11,600 58,350 69,950
Davis, Wm. H. , Jr.
M15-L25 10. 5A L 1,050 1,050
Decatur, Thos. & Lucille




M27-L16 Bldg. on B&M Land











Devin, Robert A. & Eliz.
M6-L50 lOA L/B
Veteran's Exemption
















Drudi, Gary W. & Kimberly A.
M8-L48 10. 2A t./b 10,400 37,100 47,500
Drugg, Jeanne F. & Herbert A.
M21-L17 80'X223' L/B 12,400 34,050 46,450
Veteran's Exemption 50
Dubois, Bernard &. Lorraine F,
M15-L59 4A L/B 8,650 25,350 34,000
Veteran's Exemption 50
Duffy, Ronald & Janice
M4-L53 5.4A L/B 8,900 38,600 47,500
Duffy, Linda
M4-L33 .7A L/B 6,700 30,650 37,350
Duffy, Robert
M4-L32 275'X150' L/B 7,600 31,050 38,650
Duguay, Mary J.
M21-L28 100'X165' L 3,200 3,200
Duguay, Mary J. & Lesley E. Duguay
M21-L20 75«X123' L/B 15,000 17,650 32,650
Dunchus, Kenneth & Nancy
M4-L60 5A L/B 9,600 30,900 40,500
Dunton, Stanford,
Firmin, Horace B.
M32-L12 1AL/B 9,000 31,150 40,150
Fish, Norman M.
M10-L48-1 3A L/MH 7,700 8,900 16,600
Veteran's Exemption 50
Fisher, Barbara A. &. Steven
M12-L41-8 2.1A L/B 8,250 25,900 34,150














M29-L18 L/B 1,450 1,450
Fitzwilliam Historical Society Inc.
M32-L10 L/B 10,000 10,000
Fitzwilliam Swimming Club Inc.
H23-L16 L/B 12,500 7,050 19,550
Foley, Alice J.
M6-L17-5 5.11A L/B 7,400 34,150 41,550
M18-L9 9A L
Fortin, Paul R, & Phyllis A.
M10-L40 5.5A L/B 9,100 28,350
Fournier, James D. & Brenda R.
M6-L18 lA L/B 6,300 26,200
M6-L17A 7.35a L 1,100
Veteran's Exemption
Fournier, Francis H. & Theresa M.
M15-L30 5.5a L/B 9,000 24,400
Veteran's Exemption
Ganio, David A. & Jane S.
M4-L69 .5A L/B 4,000 36,600
Gartner, John W.
M15-L45 85A L/B CU 15,500 75,950
M15-L38-1 2A L 800
Gauthier, Arthur F. & Patricia C.
M11-L50 .5A L/B 4,000 29,600
Veteran's Exemption




Gates, Paul R. & Irene M.





M15-L61 55.7A L/B/MH 15,150 23,300 38,450
Veteran's Exemption 50
Gould, Melrose A. & Kathryn L.
M35-L2 .2A L/SF 6,300 38,650 44,950
Gouslin, Roger A. & Linda J.
M8-L45-1 1.5A L/B 11,500 55,450 66,950
Gove, Maureen L.
M12-L19 MH 11,750 11,750
Grab, Michael D. &. Lola-Gene B.
M31-L20 1.4A L/B 10,250 33,050 43,300
Graham, Gary H. & Alice M.
M12-L41-3 5A L/B 9,150 49,400 58,550
Gravel, Donald F. & Judith A.
M6-L17-4 5.6A L/MH 7,900 5,750 13,650
Graves, Jon T. & Ruth B.
M4-L55-3 2.9A L/B 8,450 49,050 57,500
50
Gray, Walter M. & Helen T.
M32-L59 L/B 4,500 34,550 39,050
Greene, Gerald C. & Louise L.
M15-L1 27A L/B CU 10,950 94,900 105,850
Greenalgh, Charlotte & K.M. Daly
M9-L14-1 8.16A L/B 7,750 27,650 35,400
Greiner, Walter K.
M28-L37 165'X125' L/B 2,750 23,700 26,450
Grier, John J.
M29-L20 lA L/B 7,450 17,000 24,450
M29-L23 6A L 1,10^ 1,100
M29-L23A 17A L 3,400 3,400
Veteran's Exemption 50
Grier, Peter
M29-L23-1 3.8A L/B 11,200 28,000 39,200
Gross, Marc L. & Jeanette Kuehn
M28-L16 3.5A L/B 7,250 22,400 29,650
1,000
Haskell, Marguerite S.
M15-L15 1.7A L 50 50
M15-L21 12A L CU 1,200 1,200
M17-L19 48A L/B CU 14,000 49,600 63,600
Hayden, Gerald D.
M13-L12 1.8A L/B 4,800 9,100 . 13,900
Hill, Eleanore M.
M10-L34 4A L/B 8,000 17,250 25,250
Hill, Howard H. & Patricia J.
M10-L21 6.5a L
M10-L21-1 5.5a L
M10-L17 18A L CU
M10-L20 78a L/B CU











Hongisto, Walter & Modena
M39-L1 3A L/B
Veteran's Exemption




Howell, Theodore E. & Leona
M31-L13 31A L/B
M31-L18 L












Ilg, John C. & Dorothy A.
M32-L20 llA L/B
Veteran's Exemption




M'30-L9 450'X150' L/B 8,250 25,800 34,050
Jacobs, Francis B. & Alice V.
M8-L18 1.4A L/B 8,200 13,400 21,600
Veteran's Exemption 50
Jacob s , Ro 1and
M8-L22 .7A L/MH 4,000 7,000 11,000
Jarschke, Penny L,
M11-L51 lA L/B 3,000 16,600 19,600
10,400
Jadwin, John
M6-L42 62A L/B CU 12,575 48,400 60,975
M6-L43 4.7A L 5,575 5,5 75
Jarvi, David Heirs
M11-L5 45A L 6,350 6,350
M11-L6 lOA L/B 7,300 9,500 16,800
Jarvis, John A. & Lorraine A.
M7_L10 11. 3A L 1,500 1,500
M34-L14 3.7A L/B 8,600 29,150 37,750
Veteran's Exemption 50
Johnson, Arthur L. & Alice J.
M40-L5 lA L/B 8,000 24,000 32,000
Veteran's Exemption 50
Johnson, Arthur L., Jr. &. Caroline F.
M41-L8 .5A L/B 8,450 37,200 45,650
Jonas sen, Aune
M17-L13 lA L/B 10,000 25,800 36,800
Jones, Samuel B. & Barbara L.
M3-L4 36A L CU 2,700 2,700
M3-L6 42 A L/B CU 13,450 100,450 113,900
M3-L7 9A L CU 675 675
Joy, Lester F. & Janice R. Lucius
M4-L22-1 lOA L/B 6,200 23,250 29,450
J & R Trust
M15-L3-8 29.8A L 6,700 6,700
Judycki, Anthony
M8-L35 .7A L/B'MH 7,000 28,700 35,700
Veteran's Exemption 50
Kassotis, Wayne H. & Linda A.
M27-L7 85'X10O« L/B 2,750 29,400 32,150
Veteran's Exemption 50
Keck, Margaret M.
M33-L17 L/B 7,800 41,050 48,850
Keilig, Roger B.
M34-L2 7A L'B 26,250 131,850 158,100
Kenison, Charles G. & Linda H.
M2-L13 8.5A L/B 9,050 31,200 40,250
M2-L15 1.8A L 700 700
M2-L11-1 14. 2A L 5,650 5,650
Kennedy, James H.
M16-L6 3.2A L 300 300
Kennedy, Sheila C.
M33-L6 lA L/B 10,250 34,950 45,200
M28-L3 1.5A L/B 4,050 34,150 38,200
M32-L23 .2A L/B 4,500 47,650 52,150
M27-L12 2A L/B 7,000 2,350 9,350
M11-L45 1.4A L 7,600 7,600
M11-L62 42A L 10,000 10,0Q0
M11-L40 40A L/B 21,000 100,400 121,400
M11-L41 3A L 1,750 1,750
M11-L57&59 16A L 8,750 8,750
M11-L60 9A L 6,950 6,950
M11-L61 69A L 6,950 6,950
M16-L5 25A L 13,600 13,600
M28-L43 .5A L 50 50
M28-L24 16.5A L/B 15,850 62,700 78,550
M31-L13A L 8.8A 2,200 2,200
Veteran ' s Exempt ion 50
Kenney, Harold T. & Arlene
M4-L45 6.5A L/B 9,100 38,450 47,550
Veteran's Exemption 50
Kent, Donald W., Jr. & Deborah T.
M6-L38 5.5A L 2,150 2,150
Killeen, Austin &. Anne
M16-L8-8A 22A L/B 15,150 53,050 68,200
Kiritsy, Charles B. & Anna
M8-L45-2 L/B 8,300 39,150 47,450
Kiritsy, Charles A. & Virginia W.
M4-L30 .lA L 50 50
M4-L79 18. 3A L/B 13,250 42,600 55,850
M4-L80 3.6A L 1,400 1,400
Veteran's Exemption 50
Knight, Martha J.
M27-L4 lA L/B 5,500 16,950 22,450
Knight, Matthew P. & Carolyn L.
M4-L57-7 2A L 12,200 12,200
Koehler, Ann M.
M8-L49 25. 5A L/B 14,100 48,300 62,400
105
Koehler, Theodore, Jr.
M12-L49 4.2A L/B 12,000 23,700 35,700
Korjeff, Gregory M. & Alice L.B.
& Michael G. Korjeff
M3-L3 40A L 8,000 8,000
M3-L8 3A L 3,200 3,200
M3-L9 9.2A L/B 12,200 40,700 52,900
Krisch, David A. & Margaret E.
M6-L31 12A L/B 12,050 58,350 70,400
Veteran's Exemption 50
Krunklevich, Edward M. 6e Carole A.
M34-L8 2.7A L/B 7,350 19,050 26,400
Lafave, Robert & Patricia
M12-L52 .7A L/B 6,600 37,200 43,800
Lafond, Henry A., Jr.
M3-L31-1 6.1A L/B 5,800 14,950 20,750
Lafreniere, Harry J.
M27-L14 .5A L/B 2,750 31,350 34,100
Veteran's Exemption 50
The Larder Inc.
M34-L1 lA L/B 15,600 97,600 113,200
Laughner, Aymer V. &. Patricia
M14-L21 .5A L/B 4,500 17,100 21,600
Laughner, Lois T.
M15-L60 25A L/B CU 12,075 94,450 106,625
M32-L17 .16A L 100 100
Lavender, Edward C. &. Shirley A.
M4-L72-1 .8A L/B 6,400 29,900 36,300
Veteran's Exemption 50
Lavender, Shirley A.
MH on DUFFY 4,300 4,300
Lawrence, Carolyn J.
M33-L8 lA L/B 10,050 79,800 89,850
Veteran's Exemption 50
Lawrence, Frank & Hazel
M37-L11 L/B 14,000 25,800 39,800
M37-L13 L 350 350
M37-L8 .25A L 3/14INT. 1,500 1,500
Lewan, William D.
M9-L15-1 2.2A L/B 4,300 12,650 16,950
M9-L18-1 5A L/B 9,050 42,100 51,150
106
Liberty, Jack E. &. Laura E.M.
M28-L39 .3A L/B 2,750 31,300 34,050
M6-L5-3 7.3A L 6,400 6,400
Veteran's Exemption 50
Lilback, Eino J. Estate
M14-L2 3.5A L 600 600
M27-L12-2 16A L 5,250 5,250
Lilback, Eino & Reino
M14-L1 13A L 6,600 6,600
Lilback, Reino M. & Carolyn A.
M27-L12-1 5A L/B 6,000 22,600 28,600
Lindertnan, James L.
M26-L1-2 7.1A L'B 8,800 33,250 42,050
Link, Paul C. & Susan S.
M27-L26 3A L/B 5,950 50,500 56,400
Little Monadnock Post #10289 VFW
M15-L38-1 5.08A L
Lively, Curtis R.
M16-L16 8.9A L/MH 7,450 12,350 19,800
Lively, Daniel F. & Nancy L. 8,800 19,550 28,350
M9-L6 3A L/B
Lively, Helen S.
M31-L6 lA L/B 9,000 42,400 51,400
Veteran's Exemption 50
Longever, Dana R. & Karen A.
M33-L30 .8A L/B 5,600 27,850 33,450
M34-L7 .6A L 250 250
Longever, Gwendolyn R.
M12-L60 72A L/MH/B CU 12,125 22,250 34,375
M12-L63 75. lA L CU 3,825 3,825
Veteran's Exemption -'^
Longever, Roy I.
M12-L62 lA L 100 100
Loomis, Doris
M29-L3 L/B 3,500 19,500 23,000
Veteran's Exemption ^0
Lovelace, Richard & Debra Fernald
M20-L5 lA L 6,850 6,850
107
Ludlum, Eliz. C.
M32-L37 102'X115' L/B 6,300 73,250 79,550
Luopa, Arne W.
M18-L8 1.4A L/B 8,200 36,350 44,550
Veteran's Exemption 50
Luopa, Smertsi J.
M18-L6 7.5A L/B 9,800 37,800 47,600
McCarthy, Philip J, & Helen
M12-L25 125'X160« L/MH 2,000 9,650 11,650
McCulla, Thos. S. & Beverly S.
M14-L19 19A L/B 12,600 40,600 53,200
McElaney, Alfred &. Beverly
M2-L8-2 10. 7A L/B 8,150 36,350 44,500
McGrath, Michael R.
M34-L21 1.5A L/B 8,100 16,450 24,550
McLaughlin, Bertram B. &
Joan B. Lavrrence
M2-L10 29A L/MH/B 11,700 32,450 44,150
M8-L31 36A L 7,950 7^950
M12-L4 45A L 9,000 9*000
Mackey, Ruth S.
M32-L18 2A L/B 9,350 49,400 58,750
Veteran's Exemption 50
Maki, Sulo A.
M7-L13 lA L/MH 5,500 3,700 9,200
Martin, Doris C. & Joan E.
M29-L2 170'X150' L/B 3,300 21,050 24,350
Martin, Francis & Marie E.
M29-L11 .3A L/B
Massin, Charles C.B. & Susan M.
M32-L43 200'X200« L/B 7,200 31,200 38,400
Mattson, Aune S.
M15-L10 9A L 8,650 8,650
M41-L1 1.5A L/B 8,450 16,350 24,800
Mattson, Edwin 0., Jr. & Sandra E.




M11-L15 .8A L/B 6,400 23,500 29,900
Melvin, Jas. G. & Mabel
M35-L22 L/B 1,500 11,150 12,650
Veteran's Exemption 50
Menard, Mitchell & Elsie
M16-L15A 4.8A L/B 7,050 30,550 37,600
Veteran's Exemption 50
Merrill, Theodora
M35-L32 L/B 6,000 16,250 22,250
Meserve, L. Owen, Jr. & Sally D.
M32-L47 .4A L/B 8,650 52,150 60,800
Veteran's Exemption 50
Meserve, Sally D.
M14-L5 78A L CU 5,850 5,850
Methe, Edward J.
M8-L20 40A L/B 16,750 18,350 35,100
Methe, Michael A. & Nancy
M15-L22 4.5A L/B 10,900 78,500 89,400
M3-L40 35A L 1,800 1,800
M30-L16-4 3.5A L 50 50
Methe, Robert P. &. Velma J.
M12-L53 lOA L/B 13,400 40,500 53,850
Veteran's Exemption 50
Metzger, J. Hayes & Katherine H.
M33-L25 1.6A L/B 9,300 69,800 79,100
Veteran's Exemption 50
Meyer, Rev. Eugene W. & Betty M.
M21-L25 5.5A L/B 9,150 55,200 64,350
M23-L7 45'X28' 6,750 200 6,950
Michelson, Wayne H. & Elaine M.
M13-L3 5A L/B
Veteran's Exemption
Menard, Richard A. & Joanne C.
M41-L7 20n'X520' L/B 8,550 30,600 39,150
M18-L4-1 .7A L 350 350
Miner, Barbara
M4-L62 1..5A L/B 8,250 30,600 38,850
Veteran's Exemption 50
Mitchell, Richard L. & Barbara R.
M21-L37 3A L/B 9,500 20,350 29,850
Monether, Peter C. & Anita L.
M9-L17 3A L/B 8,700 29,750 48,450
Morey, Ronald W. & Lecia
M34-L18 lA L/MH 8,000 10,800 18,800
Moriarty, Francis J.
M12-L29 715A L/B 13,325 12,850 26,175
Morin, Ida E.
M6-L13 2A L/B 7,400 16,800 24,200
Veteran's Exemption 50
Morrison, Russell M.
M24-L8 .5A L'B 10,200 30,650 40,850
Morrison, William R.
M24-L8-1 .5A L/B 7,400 25,400 32,800
Veteran's Exemption -*^
Morse, Daniel C.
M8-L53 65A L/B CU 10,800 1,250 ^2,050
Veteran's Exemption 700
Murou , Kalvin & Ingrid R.
M4-L74-4 2A L/B 8,450 54,050 62,500
Murphy , John S
.
M33-L22 .3A L/B 4,500 38,100 42,600
Murphy, Robt. A. & Janice L.
M4-L74-1 2A L/B 8,250 41,250 49,500
Veteran's Exemption 50
Myer, Alan G. & Kathryn A.
M30-L2 lA L/B 7,000 38,850 45,850
Myers, David L. & Marcia L.
M11-L7 119A L 19,900 19,900
Myrick, Harrison D. & Betty M.
M8-L51 3A L/B 11,750 52,100 63,850
Veteran ' s Exempt ion 50
111
Nason, Herbert J. & Edith M.
Min-L38 1.5A L/B
O'Leary, Michael B. & Eliz. W.




Oman, Ralph H. &. Noreine D,
M33-L13 33'X175« L
M33-L21 .8A L/B
Oxman, Chas. & Barbara
M9-L8 3.6A L/B
Page, Norman D. &. Helen
M41-L16 300'X300' L/B
Veteran's Exemption
Parker, Thos. F. & June E.
50
Pelkey, Michael S. & Leonard R., Jr.
M7-L11 68A L 12,950 12,950
Pelkey, Timothy L.
M12-L40-4 6A L 7,250 7,250
Pelkey, Reginald L. & Gloria Y.
M34-L24 lA L/B 8,000 41,600 49,600
Pelto, Alte Si Rita M.
M8-L49-1 3.5A L/MH 8,250 9,350 17,600
Veteran's Exemption 50
Pepperman, Arthur L.II & Bonnie R.
M10-L78 lA L 5,250 5,250
M10-L77 4A L/B 7,800 81,650 89,450
Pespisa, Frank J. & Barbara Haran
M10-L48 7.4A L/B 8,800 26,050 34,850
M10-L48 Bldg- 39,400 39,400
Peterson, Cheryl
M2-L18 24.4a L/B 13,750 122,300 136,050
M2-L19 lOA L 750 750
Peterson, Robt. H. & Eliz. A.
M11-L44 27A L/B CU 11,950 104,150 116,100
Phillips, Eliz.
M31-L1 5.5A L/B 10,500 61,400 71,900
M31-L7 10n«x255' L 300 300
Popple, Raymond E. & Eliza
M11-L3 lA L/B 9,000 31,950 40,950
Veteran's Exemption 700
Porter, Chas. W. & Virginia B.
M4-L57-3 5.4A L/B 9,000 25,900 34,900
Veteran's Exemption 50
Posovsky, Milton
M23-L2 55'X53' L/B 8,250 46,650 54,900
M23-L5 39'X40' L 2,250 2,250
M23-L28 121'X180' L 3,000 3,000
Veteran's Exemption 50
Potter, Bruce R. & Althea E.
M9-L10 9.1A L/B 10,450 37,400 47,850
Veteran's Exemption 50
Prentiss, Geo. & Edith M.




M7-L31-2 26A L/B 1/5 Int. 11,900 11,900
Prigge, Wm. N. & Kirsten 0-
M33-L27 1.5A L/B 9,050 64,950 74,000
Pringle, Myrtle L. &. David Bailey
M6-L10 2.2A L CU 150 150
MlO-Ll .5A L/B CU 9,650 29,800 39,450
Min-L2 34A L CU 2,550 2,550
Pulis, Muriel & Andrea J.
M15-L31 1.5A L/B 8,250 54,550 62,800
Veteran's Exemption 50
Putnam, Bruce D. & Dorreen R.
M6-L32-3 3.59A L 7,550 7,550
Quesnel, Roger J. & Harriet E.
M16-L15 2A L/B 7,800 30,750 38,550
Raitto, Arthur J., Jr. & Dianne
M20-L13 3.7A L/B 14,600 32,450 47,050
Ingraham 20A 4,000 4,000
Raitto, Arhtur Sr.
MH on A. Raitto Jr. 6,600 6,600
Raitto, Harold N. & Beverly
M7-L28 65A L/B 5,600 28,450 34,050
Raitto, Mark J.
M14-L6 28A L CU 2,100 2,100
M15-L57 2A L/B 8,250 24,650 32,900
M15-L57A 6A L 6,900 6,900
Raitto, Russell G. & Dee M.
M15-L58 5.8A L/B 8,500 51,800 60,300
M31-L12 20A L/B 13,450 63,050 76,500
Rant ilia, Grace
M17-L6 4.5A L 5,950 5,950
M38-L2 4.8A L/B 22,300 26,800 49,100
Rant ilia, Thelma
M32-L24 .4A L/B 3,350 57,200 60,550
Raymond, Edward J. & Mary C.
M4-L70 .6A L/B 4,800 48,900 53,700
Raymond, Maurice H. & Eliz. T.
M11-L12 lA L/B 4,250 18,150 22,400
115
Raymond, Wilfred P. &. Lena E.
M8-L34 4.4A L/B 12,800 60,900 73,700
Veteran's Exemption 50
Reavill Lisa K. &
Richard E. Wheeler 10,200 49,750 59,950
Rees, Richard H. & Katherine S.
M32-L8 .2A L/B 6,750 29,500 36,250
Rich, Arlene M.
M7-L35 lOA L/B 6,400 32,800 39,200
Richardson, Barbara H.
M15-L19-1 3A L/B 10,750 73,000 83,750
Veteran's Exemption 50
Ridabock, Peter P.
M32-L29 1.5A L/B 10,150 57,450 67,600
Ridabock, Peter P. & Virginia H.
M10-L26 .5A L/B 8,250 14,600 22,850
Ries, Kernell G.,Jr. &. Harriet D.
M4-L56 12.4A L/B 11,050 13,650 24,700
M4-L56 lA L 250 250
Robbitts, Wm. & Theresa L.
M15-L55-1 6A L/B 9,800 51,150 60,950
Roberts, Jane
M15-L12 4.4A L 7.100 7,100
Roberts, Kenneth & Jane W.
M32-L40 4.2A L/B 8,700 72,600 81,300
Roberts, Jane W.
M6.L7 30. 5A L/B 11,950 7,800 19,750
M6-L6 1.5a L 600 600
Robichaud, Robt. C. & Constance A.
M12-L17-S2 MH/L 4,000 16,600 20,600
Roche, Jos. F.
M34-L17 5A L/B/MH 8,900 9,850 18,750
Rousseau, Arthur J. & Genevieve
M24-L2 32A L/B %Int. 34,050 31,500 65,550
Rousseau, Robt. H. & Lena
M24-L3 100'X205' L/B 2,500 17,150 19,650
Veteran's Exemption 50
116
Roy, Roland 0. & Mildreth
M32-L38 L/B 6,250 56,550 62,800
Rudy, Dan Jr. & Debra
M6-L12 2.5A L/MH 8,500 11,950 20,450
Rugg, Cleron S.
M4-L28 8.7AL 1,950 2,650 4,600
M4-L29 lA L/B 8,000 23,150 31,150
Rugg, Thos. I. & Donna M.
M8-L45-3 L/B 11,300 44,400 55,700
Rumrill, Robert R. & Deborah L.
M8-L17 12. 6A L/B CU 6,600 25,550 32,150
Russell, Dorothy D. & Raymond L.
M28-L23 .5A L/B 2,500 15,400 17,900
Veteran's Exemption 50
Russell, Francis B. & Cecilia H.
M12-L20-1 100. 9A L/B CU 12,725 80,750 93,475
M18-L20 51. 9A L CU 3,900 3,900
Veteran's Exemption 50
Russell, Ralph E. & Mary F.
M4-L25 5.9A L/B 5,900 22,350 28,250
Russell, Leah E.
M10-L69 5.8A L 7,400 7,400
M10-L70 lOA L 2,000 2,000
M14-L67 103A L 17,550 17,550
M28-L11 4.2A L 1,100 1,100
M28-L26 .4A L 50 50
M28-L27 .8A L/B 4,400 27,750 32,150
Russell, Raymond
M10-L74 32A L 7,000 7,000
M10-L76 7.5A L 6,800 6,800
M28-L35 4.2A L 400 400
M28-L22 .6A L 200 200
Russell, Robt. & Marion L.
M30-L1 .5A L/B 3,500 31,200 34,700
Veteran's Exemption 50
Saari, Grace M.
M4-L66 lA L/B 8,000 80,500 88,500
Sable, Chas. E.




M11-L16 17A L/B 11,850
Sawtelle, Kenneth C, Sr. & Shirley C.
M35-L20 110«X129» L/B 1,500
Schimke, Caroline E. & Frederick M.
M35-L21 100'X130« L/B 1,500
Schumann, Robt. & Rose Mary
M11-L42 15A L/B CU 11,050
Veteran's Exemption
Schwindt, Wayne N. & Sheila M.
M28-L17 lA L/B 7,000
Veteran's Exemption
Shanks, Jas. A & Mildred E.
M4-L72 lA L/B 8,000
M4-L71 .7A L/B 300
Sillanpaa, Glenn W. & Theresa M.
M6-L23 1.3a L/B 7,000
Silverman, Terry A.
M28-L33 .7A L/B 3,850
Singleton, Fred G. & Marion G.
M34-L12 .5A L/B 4,000
Slavic, Fred M. & Rosalind W.
M14-L4 300' L/B CU 25,450
Smith, Emily H.
MH on R. METRE
Smith, H. Leonard & Bonnie E.
M6-L37 15. 4A L/B 11,850 31,250 43,100
Smith, Ralph G. & Shirley E.
M4-L41 lA L/B 5,000 17,900 22,900
Smith, Ramona
M28-L28 MH 2,550 2,550
M7-L8 20A L 2,960 2,960
M28-L28 lA L/B 5,500 19,600 25,100
Sokol, Thomas J. & Margaret Madden
M4-L65 .5A L/B 5,600 24,200 29,800
M4-L65-1 .5A L 250 250
Spicer, Fannie B.
M10-L82 5A L/B 10,400 36,500 46,900
19,800
Spicer, Thelma L.
M7-L6 28A L CU
M10-L79 83A L/B CU








Stark, Daniel J. & Kathleen A.
M15-L3-7 5.7A L/B 7,600
Veteran's Exemption
Starkey, Carleton, & Brenda J.




Stevens, Wm. D. &. Pauline B.
M4-L70-1 1.5A L/B 8,000
M4-L74-2 2A L 6,250
Stewart, Barrie D.
M29-L22 lA L/B 7,500
Stone, David L.
M14-L39 7A L/B 10,250
Stone, Doris E.
M12-L35 2.2A L/B 8,550
Veteran's Exemption
Stone, Forrest J. &. Rachel E.
M40-L11 2A L/B 8,400
Veteran's Exemption
Stone, Jas. A.
































Stone, Walter, Stillman P. &
Jessie Baldwin Continued
M11-L67 19A L 3,500 3,500
M36-L14 .2A L 2,350 2,350
M36-L15 .3A L 200 200
M16-L4 L 700 700
M16-L9 66A L 12,800 12,800
M36-L17 L 9,300 9,300
M36-L18 L 5,400 5,400
Stone, Walter M. Estate
M11-L69 7.7A L/B 9,700 31,300 41,000
Stowe, Sandra L.
M6-L34 3.6A L 7,050 7,050
M41-L4 1.8A L/B 9,450 59,900 69,350
Streeter, JoAnn
Bldg. on Rousseau 26,050 26,050
Strobridge, Edward &. Jane A.
M10-L47 1.4A L/B 7,150 36,700 43,850
Sturtevant, Mabel
M29-L16 .2A L/B 2,500 23,650 26,150
Sundquist, C. Daniel & Sandra J.
M27-L20 90«X300' L/B 3,300 25,700 29,000
Tarner, John S. & Ann F.
M29-^7 .4A L'B 2,750 21,450 24,200
Tatro, Geo., Jr. & Margaret S.
M2-L8-4 9A L/B 8,000 27,750 35,750
Taylor, Oliver J.
M4-L52 3A L/B 8,700 36,200 44,900
Taylor, Stanley H. & Donna Raitto
M6-L32-2 3.49A L 7,600 7,600
M7-L14 2.2A L/B 5,850 18,450 24,300
Thayer, David R. & Jean W.
M23-L6 SF 4,000 4,000
M23-L27 .6A L/B 4,800 40,250 45,050
Theall, Robt. J. & Diane
M29-L12 L/B 2,500 27,100 29,600
Thompson, Catherine C.
M15-L5 L 7,700 7,700
Thompson, Eric & Mary W.
M10-L30 6A L 1,850 1,850
M10-L31 4A L/B 6,800 44,950 51,750
Veteran's Exemption 50
Thompson, Gertraud E.
M34-L13 lA L/B 4,550 44,550 49,100
Thompson, Sylvia
M29-L4 3.76A L/B 5,300 24,550 29,850
Veteran's Exemption 50
Tommila, David











Tommila, Felix &. Helmi
Tommila, John




M18-L4 5A L 5,900 5,900
M14-L17 8A L 1,600 1,600
M41-L17 lA L 4,000 4,000
Tolton, George R. & Lynda S.
M9-L12 10. 5A L/B CU 8,700 49,050 57,750
M9-L13 11. 7A L/B CU 4,800 9,600 14,400
Tonking, Russell &.
Lynda S. Tolton
M9-L14 4.58A L/B 9,000 23,750 32,750
Townsend, Jas. W. & Doris E.
M23-L9 90«X45' L/B 12,750 8,200 20,950
Townsend, Vera E.
M20-L7 275»X196' L/B 9,100 40,300 49,400
Trask, Geo. & Phyllis
M32-L19 200»X448' L/B 9,250 67,350 76,600
Vandenbeempt , Jan H. &. Edna A.
M20-L14 90'X430' L/B 8,100 36,600 44,700
Vandersluis, Betty A.
M11-L32 1.5A L/B 10,300 56,000 66,300
Wentworth, Eric
M15-L38 74A 1'B 22,850 45,150 68,000
Veteran's Exemption 50
Wharton, Richard T. & Jeannine M.
M17-L9-1 7A L'B 8,350 23,750 32,100
Wheeler, Michael R. & Marion A.
M2-L8-3 17. 5A L/B 9,150 39,100 48,250
Wheeler, Raymond
M6-L27 50'X100« L/B 7,000 12,350 19,350
Williams, Stanley D. & Mary
M32-L44 .7A L/B 5,600 52,300 57,900
Veteran's Exemption 50
Williams, Edward R.
M6-L3-1 5.3A L 6,200 6,200
Williams, Mary E.
M3 7-L22 300 'XT 20' L 4,300 4,300
M37-L8 .25A L^SF 3/14 Int. 1,500 1,500
Williams, Simon M. & Eudora M.
M6-L5-7 5.5A L/B 6,050 6,050
Wood, Susan H.
M9-L11 6-4A L 7,650 7,650













Addy, Phillip B. & Carolyn C.
Cresent Street
Stowe, Mass. 01775








Amick, Cecil M & Kathy
227 Anita Drive
Spartanburg, S.C. 29302
Ml-LlO lOA L/B Jglnt. U,300 300 k,600
Amodeo, Violet & Harold
1326 26th Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11228
MUI-LIU I.UA L/B 8,1+00 36,650 1^5,050
Anderson, Arnold C.
Glazier Drive
So. Glastonbury, Conn. 06073







Angler, Rupert L. & Susan G.




M32-L1T 3A L/B 9,600 63,U00 73,000
Arpin, Reginald J.
189 Parsonage Street
Rocky Hill, Conn. 0606T
M7-L28-i+ 5.8a L l4,I(00 1+,U00
Arseneault, Francis & Aurore
191 Walnut Street
Leominster, Mass. 01^153
MT-L39 L/MH 2,650 2,650
Asselin, Robert J.
Westmoreland, N.H. 03^6?
M28-L2 lliO'X215' L 2,100 2,100
Atticks, Margaret E.
313 Hills Street
East Hartford, Conn. O6IO8




MU-L5 8AL 1,200 1,200
Mh-L6 9A L 1,300 1,300
Mli-LITA L/B 200 2,000 2,200
Aukstikalnis, Anthony & Mildred
13^ Baker Street
Gardner, Mass. OlUUO
M21-L32 225'X158' L/B 6,U00 1,850 8,250
Austin, Donald S. & Marion R.
Troy, N.H. 03^65




M22-L6 L/B 16,000 29,250 i+5,250
Baab, James H. & Pauline M.
85 Ellendale Circle
Springfield, Mass. 01128
M2l;-Ll 5.2A L/B 30,000 5,700 35,700
Bank of New England N.A.
28 State Street
Boston, Mass. 02106
M12-L6 U8a l 8,800 8,800
127
Baraw, Stephen J. & Carolann T.
k8 Bemis Road, Rear
Fitchburg, Mass. OIU2O
MI9-LU 2.3A L 8,650 8,650
Barretto Granite Corp.
Milford, N.H. 03055
M29-L19 50A L 9,500 9,500
Bassett, Howard C. & Karen M.
53 South Street
Easton, Mass. 0233^






















M6-L35 U.7A L 7,700 7,700
Bauer, Roger L. & Barbara
9 Mesier Avenue S.















M10-L37 lOA L/B CU






Beardsworth, Norman J. & Ruth E.
52 Bronx Avenue
Bridgeport, Conn. O6606
M15-Li+0 1.5A L/B 7,^400 29,150 36,550
Bellamare, Robt . E. & Arlene M.
6100 62 Avenue North #6?
Pinella Park, Fla. 33565
MI9-LT .9A L/B ^Int. 5,250 5,050 10,300
Bennett, Chas L.
50 Pearl Hill Road
Fitchburg, Mass. 01^42-0




MI9-LI 3.2A L h Int. U,l+25 ^,^25
M19-L2 2.9A L h Int. U,i;00 U,U00
M19-L5 2.UA L iglnt. U,200 U,200
MI9-L6 3.5A L h Int. 3,175 3,175
M1-L5 18A L i+,550 U,550
M2-L5-1 25A L 1,875 1,875




MI9-LI 3.2A L 1/6 Int. 1,^75 1,^75
M19-L2 2.9A L 1/6 Int. 1,^67 1,^67
MI9-LI+ 2.3A L 1/6 Int, 1,1+1|2 1,U42
HI9-L6 3.5A L 1/6 Int. 1,059 1,059
M1-L5-1 lA L 200 200
M2-L5 86a L CU 6,U50 6,U50
Best, Jane
Worcester Road
New Braintree, Mass. 01531




M8-L2 lOi+A L 10,i+00 10,U00
Bigelow, Lawrence G. & Ena H.
Longley Road
Shirley, Mass. OIU6U
M16-L7 .7A L/B 8,200 10,000 l8,200











MI9-LI 3.2A L 1/6 Int.
M19-L2 2.9A L 1/6 Int.
^119-L5 2.UA L 1/6 Int.











MI7-L8 15A L CU





Blakely D. Stuart, Gen. Partner
Doctors Service Bureau Ltd.
590 Court Street
Keene,N.H. 03^*31




M32-L31-3i+ .7A L/B 5,000 53,850 58,850
Boehler, Donald ,. & Roberta E.
27 Beach Bluff
E. Freetown, Mass. 02717
MI6-LI8 6A L/MH ',350 2,1 11,150
Bolles, Harry E.
RFD #3, Box k6l
Keene,N.H. 03^31
M21-L10 75' L/B 15,000 15,250 30,250
Bolles, John A. & Wendy W.
Old Sullivan Road
Keene, N.H. 03^31
M7-L2-1 2A L 3,850 3,850
Borghesi, Jas. V. & Dennis P.
18 Church Street
Hopkinton, Mass. OI7J48
M12-L1+0-1 6.1A L 7,250 7,250











M12-L1+6 39A L/B 15,300 33,100 U8,i+00
Bowers, Arthur W. & Helen A.
Troy, N.H. 03^65
M28-L6 1T0'X130' L/B 2,750 lU,300 ' 17,050
Boyd, Lloyd W. & Leona R.
7 Pinecrest Road
Littleton, Mass. OlU60
M3-L28-2 5.5A L/MH 5,850 9,700 15,550
Brandts, John F. & Susan R.
Amherst, Mass. 01002
M32-L10 L/B li+,000 26,650 i+0,650
Breed, Allan P. Trust
C/0 Dean W. Carleton Trustee
Star Route 62 Box 88
Center Harbor, N.H. 03226
M15-L2 lA L/B 9,000 i|l4,350 53,350
Brockelman, Mark D & L.A. Mitchel
73 Oak Avenue
Lunenburg, Mass. 01^+62




Mll-L3i+ .7A L 200 200
Brooks, Roger H. & Beatrice T.
Princeton, Mass. 015^1
M21-L33 2.5A L/B 8,700 20,600 29,300
Brown, Arnetta M.
113^0 7th Street East
Treasure Island, Fla. 33706
M35-L3 .5A L/B 3,750 5,600 9,350
Brown, Clyde A. & Raylene A.
Brown, Marjorie C.
600 Mt. View Road
Berwyn, Pa. 19312
^a5-L37 29A L/B 15,000 73, '^50 88,1+50




M2-L8-1 8.6a L 8,500 8,500
Bullock, John B. & Gordon I.
It Forrest Street
Manchester, Mass. OI9I+I+




MI6-L3 lOOA h Int. L/B 12,600 ll+,200 26,800
MI6-LI3 16. 5A L h Int. 1^,750 l+,750
Burns, August C.
300 Cagney Lane, Apt. PhlO
Newport Beach, Calif. 92663
M12-L32 ll+OA L 38,200 38,200
MI6-L2U UOA L 8,050 8,050
Burt , Howard & Shirley
Rindge, N.H. O3U6I
M7-L28-10 15A L 2,350 2,350
Burton, Melba & Sotiris Kamilaris
Putnam Road
Hudson, N.H. 03051
M2-L27 117A L CU 8,775 8,775
Bush, Warren
558 Plymouth Street
E. Bridgewater, Mass. 02333
M22-L5 2A L h Int. 7,100 7,100
Butler, Edmund J., Jr.
1+81+ Wheeler Road
Monroe, Conn. O6I+68




M20-L8 3A L/B 1/3 Int. 6,866 2,8ll+ 9,680
132
Cabot, Lawrence T. & Joelle F.
h Rutland Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
m2-L39 i+.UA L/B 12,300 Ul+,150 56,U50
M12-L38 11. 5A L i+,050 J+,050
Calnan, Chas. R. & Bella M.
62 Holman Street
Attleboro, Mass. 02703
M6-L3-2 6.1A L 6,U00 6,U00
Calrio, Jas. & Roberta
l6U Appleton Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
M35-L19 .TA L/B U,650 l6,300 20,950
Campanella, Robt . J. & Rita S.
133 Goodman Mill Rd. , Bx 279
Sudbury, Mass. 01776
M37-L7 L/B 7,000 28,500 35,500
Campbell, R.W. J. & Lillian I.
100 Orchard Street
Belchertown, Mass. 01007
MI6-LIU 2.5A L 250 250
Carey, Edwin J. & Edith R.
811 East Street, Apt. 11
Ludlow, Mass. OIO56
M3-L32-2 7A L/B 5,950 27,^+50 33,^+00
Carlson, Louis E. & Miriam E.
919 Bench Court
Anchorage, Alaska 9950^
M7-L19 52A L lU,750 li+,750
M7-L20 7.2A L 1,050 1,050
Carlson, Raymond B. & Shirley G.
22 Shelly Street
Crowell, Conn. O6U16
MI3-LI+-2 7.2A L/B U,250 21,100 25,350
Carson, Glenn & Lois J.
Le Roccabella
2k Avenue Princesse Grace
Monaco
MI5-LII i+2A L 17,500 17,500
Carter, Richard H. & Carol E.
3U Exeter Street
Lynn, Mass. 01902







MT-L36 6A L i+,350 i+,350
Cece, Michael E. & Concetta
129 Wallace Avenue
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552
M25-L18 95'X200' L/B 2,750 9,250 12,000
Chafe, Richard & Francis E.
2U Porter Street
Brockton, Mass. 02^01
M6-L32-1 11.2TA L/B 11,800 17,850 29,650
Chaplin, D. Reed & Minnie C.
30 Edgewood Avenue
Keene,N.H. 03^31
M16-L10 2.5A L 500 500
M16-L11 7A L 1,200 1,200
M16-L12 1;2A L 8,1+00 8,U00
Chaplin, Stanley W. & Joan P.
6200 Tyner Street
Springfield, Va. 22152
M8-LU5 33A L 13,1+50 13,1+50
Cleveland, A. Bruce
1701 N. Kent Street #1105
Arlington, Va. 22209
MI3-LII 1+7A L 13,700 13,700
MII+-L3 3IA L 10,350 10,350
Clout en, Theresa E.
8 North Lillian Street
Randolph, Mass. O2368
M35-L25 L/B 3,000 7,100 10,100
Cohen, Lewis
10 Little Pond Road
Milford, Conn. 06I+6O




M10-L7 lA L/B 9,000 26,700 35,700
Collier, Robert E., Sr. Admin.
318 C-1 Knotty Pine Circle
Lakeworth, Fla. 331+63





M27-L25 2.5A L 250 250
Connelly, David E. & Vivien
310 Park Blvd.
Stratford, Conn, OGhgi
M19-L3 2.8A L 8,750 8,750
Constantino, Demetrius & Lorraine E.
l6 Antioch Drive
Shoreham, N.Y. 11786
M36-L1 .3A L ^00
M36-L2 ll+0'X15' L 2,600
Uoo
2,600
Conte, Frank S. , Jr. & Angelina N.
22 Scofield Place
East Norwalk, Conn. 06855




M7-L31-1 lOA L 1,350 1,350
Cossette, Roland F. & Mary L.
l60 Tyngsboro Road, Apt. 11
North Chelmsford, Mass. 01863
































Crouch, Lyle A. & Joan M.
RFD
Fitchbille, Conn. 0633^+




M13-L10 IUA L CU 1,050 1,050
Cummings, Shirley E. & Cheryl A.
Marlboro, N.H. 03^55
M23-L13 ^5' X 75' L/B 9,000 9,200 18,200
Curranj. J John R.
P.O. Box 189
Fairfield, Conn. 06^+30
M1-L8 8TA L CU 6,075 6,075
Cyr, Gilbert L.
P.O. Box 252
Portage Lake, Maine 0U768
MIO-LI9 123A L CU i+,^50 ^,i+50
M9-LI8-I 55.I6A L CU 9,600 9,600
M8-L11 96A L CU 3,750 3,750
MII+-L8 30A L 9,800 9,800
Daley, Jas. T. & Carolyn A.
51 Robinson Drive
Westfield, Mass. OIO85




M10-L29 h6A L CU 9,500 9,500
Damon, Edwin L. & Phyllis B.
38 Fairview Street
Agawam, Mass. 01001
M10-L75 39A L 13,650 13,650
Dando, Wm. S. & Janet L.
865 Briarwood Drive
Newton Square, Pa. 19073
M6-L33 8.J+A L/B 10,200 2l|,800 35,050
Davis, Edward A. & Cheryl M.
I2I+ So. Main Street
Baldwinsville, Mass. 01^+36
M3-L3i+ lOOA L 10,000 10,000
Davis, Richard D. & Rosealma M.
RFD #1, Box 80
Jaffrey, N.H. 03^52
M29-L21 L/B 5,000 9,300 li+,300
Debattiste, Frank &
Ernest W. Hogan
C/0 Pine Acres Trailer Camp
Winchester, N.H. 03^70
M2T-L8 .5A L 100 100
Decatur, Crystal L.
1136 Little Bay Avenue
Norfolk, Va. 23502
M27-L6 1.8a L/B 5,500 22,950 28,U50
Decatur, Verne M. Estate
C/0 Gerald Decatur
Troy, N.H. 03^65




MI8-LI2 6.7A L i;,900 i+,900
MI8-LIU 7.5A L 750 750
Depierrefeu, Alain Y.
203 Lafayette Road
North Hampton, N.H. 03862
M11-L33 17. 2A L 2,750 2,750
M8-L1 5^A L 5,^00 5,i+00
De Santis, Gasper, Sr. & Mildred
Belchertown Road
Ware, Mass. OIO82




M3-L31-5 6.2A L/MH l+,600 3,100 7,700
Diener, Norman E.
92 Montague Street
Turners Falls, Mass. OI376
M19-L7 .9A L/B \ Int. 5,250 5,050 10,300
Dikson, John
RFD #1, Box 22^
Gardner, Mass. OlUUO
Bldg. on Koski 1,550 1,550
^'r^
Donaldson, Chas. B. &
James D. Levan
Jos. M. Frigan Trustees
11 Concord, Street
Nashua, N.H. O306O
MU-L3 lOOA L 7,500 7,500
Donovan, Wm. J. & Hazel A.
Grove Street
Barre, Mass. 01005
MI2-LI3 8.UA L 12,750 12,750
Draper, Dean & Elaine
Old Temple Road
Lyndeborough , N.H. 03086
M12-Li+0-3 7.5A L
7,350 7,350
Dresser, Gardner H. & Barbara S.
1 High Street
South Glastonbury, Conn. 06073
M21-L18 .7A L 300 300
M21-L16 75' L/B 16,000 7,350 23,350
Drinker, Susan A.
Jaffrey Center, N.H. 03^+5^
MI2-L3U-I 8A L 10,950 10,950
Dumont , John H. & Barbara A.
Chase, Wayne & Phyllis C.
20 Surrey Lane
Chicopee, Mass. 01013
M22-L10 5.2A L 30,000 30,000
Durr, David M. & Carol
Ik South Bartlett Road
Quaker Hill, Conn. 06375
M10-L28 3.8a L/B 6,000 21,150 27,150
Dwinell, Richard J.
Route 09
W. Chesterfield, N.H. 03^+66
M21-L6 L/B ll4,U00 8,850 23,250
Dyckman, Dennis V. & Julia Y.
930 Pennsylvania Avenue
Harrisburg, Pa. I7112
M12-Li+7 37A L 7,^+00 7,^+00
England, Lynne
387 North Main Street
Wallingford, Conn. 06U92





Dobbs Ferry, W.Y. 10522
M38-L11 9A L/SF 21,1+00 21,1+00
Fair, Sterling J. & Ethel D.
22 Blueberry Lane
Shelton, Conn. 061+81+
M21-L7 75' L/B 16,000 15,600 31,600
Fandrich, Christoph & Gerda
231 Henderson Road
Fairfield, Conn. 06i+30




MIO-L63 .7A L 350 350
Feldman-Wood, Florence
52 Rocky Hill Road
Andover, Mass. OI8IO
M3-L28-1 5A L/B 200 l+,500 l+,700
Fenn, Abbott
RFD #1, Box 521
Middlebury, Vt . 05753
M6-L1+0 1+6A L 19,750 19,750
Ferguson, Duncan & Barbara A.
88 Walnut Street
Clinton, Mass. OI5IO








Ml-LI 15A L CU 1,125 1,125
Fisher, John H. & Virginia M.
17 Miles Road
Hingham, Mass. 020l+3
M7-L1+2 I58A L CU 11,850 11,850
Fisher, Robert R.
13 Calkins Avenue
East Longmeadow, Mass. 01028
MI5-L5O 23A L 2,300 2,300
M8-L21+ 106. 2A L 26,150 26,150
139
Fiske, Geo. F. , Jr. &
Barbara M. & Eva J. Thompson
1356 Main Street
Athol, Mass. 01331
MII-L63 lOOA L 27,^00 2T,ll00
Fitzwilliam Bldg. & Water Corp.
P.O. Box 303
Jaffrey, W.H. 03^+52
M32-L7 .6A L/B 15,000 121,700 lii6,500
Flaherty, Michael J. Estate
303 Chace Street
Clinton, Mass. 01 510
M35-L29 L/B 3,000 9,300 12,300
Flaherty, Eliz. A.
303 Chace Street
Clinton, Mass. 01 510
M35-L30 60'X15U' L/B 3,000 8,900 11,900
Fleet, Norman L.
U6 Lowndes Avenue
Himtington Sta. L.I. N.Y. II7U6
M36-L9 286' L/B 7,850 21,050 28,900
Fleur De Lis Camp







18 S. Main Street
Troy, N.H. 03^65
M28-L25 i+.7A L 2,800 2,800
Flynn, Leo A.
2123 Pine Lane
Cape Coral, Fla. 3390U
M2-L1 5A L 1,350 1,350
M2-L2 UA L 1,050 1,050
Fontaine, Jos. M. & Jeannette
238 Main Street
Templeton, Mass. Olii68
M12-L50-2 3.3A L 9,050 9,050
Ford, Lois J.
RR #2, Box lnUC
Rindge, N.H. 03^*61





M12-L26 6A L/B 9,600 17,500 27,100
Fort in, Robert F. & Marie A. Hill
22 Hale Street
Fitchburg, Mass. 012^0
M2-L9-5 5A L 9,^50 9,^50
Foster, Jas. J. & Margie A.
25 Garmon Street
Manchester, N.H. 0310^4
M32-LI3 L/B ^,500 ^42,700 U7,200
Foster, Jos. A. & Gladys E.
251 M. Main Street, Apt 123
Pascoag, R. I. 02859
M2-L16 lA L/MH U,000 1,200 5,200
Franpton, Edw. A & Joan A.
U3 Virginia Avenue
Fishkill, N.Y. 1232i+
MIO-LI5-3 12. 5A L 8,750 8,750
MIO-LI6-2 2A L 6,500 6,500
Frisbie, Claire L.B.
Henry Street
Bellows Falls, Vt . 05101




M20-L19 ^.lA L/B 9,900 10,650 20,600
M22-L8 110'X315' SF 2/3 Int. 1^,675 1^,675
Gale, Chas. , Sr. & Chas., Jr. &
Norma
i+31 Mill Creek Lane
Bayonet Point, Fla. 33567




M12-L5^ 16. 5A L 11,250 11,250
Gagnon, Anthony R. & Eileen A.
RED #1
Troy, N.H. 03^65











Garland, Donald M. & Phyllis T.
i+13 Sams Point Road
Beaufort, S.C. 29902




M12-L28 I3IA L CU 7,650 7,650
Garcomb, Albert G. & Joanna P.
55 Bennett Street
Chicopee, Mass. 01013
M21-L8 75'X9U.5' L/B 15,000 16,900 31,900
Gates, Harold W. & Mildred E.
27 Parker Hill Road
Gardner, Mass. OlUUo
M23-LU 70'XJ+3' L/B 9,750 7,050 16,800
Gehling, Raymond L. , Jr. & Eliz,
13 Catkin Street
Mendon, Mass. 01756
M2U-L6 135'XllO' L/B 27,000 11,05c 38,050
George, Justin W. & Mabel M.L,
P.O. Box 128
Sandwich, Mass. 02563
M8-L6 i+A L 6,700 6,700
Gerrior, John B. & Barbara G.
389 Maple Street
Winchendon, Mass. 01^75
I412-L12 3.6a L 350 350
Gibbons, Edward P. & Diana M.
6 Porcupine Street
Gunnedah, New South Wales 2380
Austrilia









M26-L1-1 2.1+A L/B 9,050 12,700 21,750
Goodale, Arnold P.
78 Prescott Street
West Boylston, Mass. 01583




M7-L37 5A L/B 5,750 1,650 7,^+00
Graf, Geo. L. , Jr. & Lilly H.
Grube, Ronald H. & Carmela A.
Durham, Conn. 06k22




















Guyette, Glenn J. & Judith P.
RFD #2, Winchester Street
Keene, IJ.H. 03^31


















MIO-L6I I.UA L 5,300 5,300
Handford, Lincoln S. & Sarah P.
30 Bay Drive West







Handy, Roy E. , Jr. & Shirley L.
RFD #1, Box 102
Hubhardston, Mass. 01^52











Harkins, Robt . W & Nancy L.
& Lake, Veino E.
Troy, N.H. 03^65
M3T-L1 L/SF








Harrison, Dorothea M. & Robert
RFD #1
Wilton, N.H. 03086
M35-L26 L/B 7,650 7,650 15,300
Harrison, Edwin J., Jr. & Beryl M.
Mt. Laurel Lane RR #1
Sandy Hook, Conn. 06U82




M28-L10 170'X75' L/B 2,750 25,200 27,950
Haskell, Howard E. & Lois P.











Haskins, Richard & Dawn
278 West Street
Wincehdnon, Mass. Olli75




M7-L28-2 13. 8A L/B 5,600 5,^50 11,050
Henry, Everett A. & Jean S.
Oakwood Drive
Huntington, N.Y. 117^+3
M22-L1 5A L/B 33,000 6,200 39,200
Hersom, Jas. A. & M. Patricia
38 Maple Avenue
Grafton, Mass. OI56O





M18-L25 12A L 2,000 2,000
Hill, Douglas W.
35633 Sheridan Drive
Fox Lake, 111. 60020




M10-L33-2 IU.5A L CU 1,100 1,100
Hollman , William & Joyce H.
88 Berkshire Road
Newtonville, Mass. 02l6o
M1U-L27 ^6a L/B CU 9,375 9,000 18,375
Holman , George V7.
583 Main Street




M27-L10-2 1.7A L it, 250 i+,250
Holmes, Mildred B.
U3 St. John Street
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 02130
M7-L2A I8A L 7,000 7,000
M3-L11-1 lA L 6,750 6,750
M21-L2 L i+,000 l+,000








MI8-LI7 1.1+A L 700 700
Howell, Walter A. & Barbara A.
RFD #7
Canterbury, N.H. 0322i+









M^-L57 8TA L 21;, 550 2li,550
Hui' st , Jan e E
.
RFD #2, Box 808
Keeaei N.H. 03^^31





M9-L1 2.5A L 2,650 2,650
Hymel, Louis J.
685 Oak Street 5-515
Brockton, Mass. 021+01




M16-L3 lOOA L/B h Int. 12,600 ll+,200 26,800
MI6-LI3 16. 5A L h Int. U,750 l+,750
Jacobs, Arthur R. & Marilyn M.
20 Colchester, Road
Weston, Mass. 02193
M37-L9 Lot #9 7,500 l6,250 23,750
Jobbagy, Francis Sr. & Mary
16 West Maiden Lane
Monroe, Conn. 06I+68
M15-L23 33A L 5,600 5,600
Johnson, Agnes J.
Star Route Box 68
Royal ston, Mass. 01 368
MI2-LUO-5 6.3A L 7,350 7,350
Johnson, Carl H. & Agnes J.
Star Route Box 68
Royalston, Mass. OI366





MU0-L6 2A L/B i,200 i+3,550 51,750










Ridge RD., Box I8TB
Lebanon, N.J. 08833








mU-l1i la L 6,000 6,000
Kelly, John J., Jr. & Patricia H.
53 Nashua Street
Milford, N.H. 03055
M22-L2 L/B l/U Int. 12,0i+0 12,0i+0
Kendall, Frank & Others
33 Greeley Street
Concord, N.H. 03301




M18-L21 6 A L 1,750 1,750
Kittredge, Phillip M. & Barbara J.
3 Winter Street, P.O. Box 386
Westboro, Mass. OI58I
M1-L9 25A L CU 1,875 1,875
Knight, Bruce & Joan
22 Knollwood Drive
East Longmeadow, Mass. 01028
M2U-L1-2 5.2A L/B 30,000 16,250 ii6,250
148
Knight, Matthew P. & Carolyn L.
P.O. Box 8TT
Keene,N.H. 03^31
MU-L5T-T 2A L 12,200 12,200
Kokell, John & Joy M.
RFD #3, Box llU
New Berlin, N.Y. 13^11




M21-L1 SF/B 9,750 1(00 10,150
Korpi , Jas. N. & Margaret
Box 2h6h
APO N.Y. 09012
M22-L6-1 L/SF 22,500 22,500
Koski , Irene H.
P.O. Box 65, Rt. ffh
Enfield, N.H. 037^8




MII-LI7 i+l4A L 1/3 Int. 5,000 5,000




M3-L1 55A L k, Int. 3,l87 3,l87
M3-L2 llOA L k Int. 5,938 5,938
Kustosz, Henry M. & Susan
Long Mt. Road
New Milford, Conn. 06776




MH on A. Rousseau 5,350 5,350
Lachance, Kenneth H. & Esther
Marlboro, N.H. 03^+55
MI7-LI8 U3A L 6,600 6,600
M38-LI2 2.5A L/B 12,650 12,650




M20-L10 l.TA L/B 30,500 8,100 38,600
Lapan, William
East Douglas, Mass. 01516
MT-Ll+O l.i+A L/B 3,950 2,650 6,600
Lapierre, Emery L. & Judith H.
31 Cambridge Drive
Wewington, Conn. 06III
M2-L11-2 6.8A L 6,h50
Lapsley, Jos. A. & Ramona J.
5110 Washington Street
West Roxbury, Mass. 02132
MU2- Unit 1-5^ T,000 1,750
Larson, Jos. S. & Carolyn
McHale & Mary L Briggs
27 Arnold Road
Pelham, Mass. 01002




MII-LI7 hkA L 1/3 Int. 5,000 5,000
Lavigne, Richard L. & Shirley L.
Fitzwilliam,W.H. 03^^7
M26-L3 L/B 6,800 31,250 38,050
Lawrence, Dale A. & Rebecca
Pleasant Street
Groton, Mass. OIU50




MIU-L6-I 28. 9A L 9Mo 9,^00
Legg, Barbara H.
2 Maple Ridge Avenue
East Greenbush, W.Y. IOO6I




MI2-LUI-6 5.3A L CU 350 350











Linton, Robert & Margaret R.







M12-Li+3 I8A L/B CU
Lord, Barbara J.
61 Jane Street, Apt. 15E
New York, N.Y. lOOlU
MiU-Li+O i43A L/B CU
Love, David M. & Elaine R.
80 Eight Lots Road
Sutton, Mass. 01527
M35-L7 .7A L
Lowe, Russell R., Jr.
39 N. Lincoln Street
Keene, N.H. 03^31

















































W. Roxbury, Mass. 02132
M15-L39 2A L/B 7,^00 29,100 36,500
McCarthy, William J. & C. Bartlett
35 Main Street, Box 1015
Marshfield, Mass. 02050
M6-L17-2 6.9i+A L 6,050 6,050
McGrath, Martha
137 Fog Pal in Road
Waterford, Conn. 06385
MI5-L36 7.3A L 7,750 7,750
McKenney, Wm. A. & Mary Ulrich
1020 South 6th Street
Arlington, Va. 22200
M2U-L5 L/B 32,000 10,950 1+2,950
McMahon, Robert F. & Irene P.
375 Central Street
Winchendon, Mass. 01^+75
M23-L1 L/B 15,000 lU,li50 29,^50
McNutt, Donald
912 Grand Cayman Coiirt
Orlando, Fla. 32811
M36-L23 L 2,650 2,650
McQueston, Ida Estate
Francis McQueston, Exe.
Box 606 High Street
Barre, Mass. 01005
M1+-L25-1 5.^A L 1,100 1,100




M15-L7-2 lA L 7,500 7,500
Mack, Jos, L. & Josephine B. Et Al
15 Zenith Drive
Stratford, Conn. OGhG^
M7-L1 55A L/MH 18,600 2,200 20,800
M7-L1-1 7.^9A L 5,050 5,050
M7-L1-2 2.2A L 3,950 3,950
Mackey, Jas. F. & Beatrice
163 Adams Street
Bedford Hills, N.Y. IO507
M3-L28-i+ 5A L/B i|,l+00 2,050 6,1+50
1R9
Maclean, Wayne A. & Rita E.
120 College Farm Road
Waltham, Mass. 0215^
M10-L15-^ 20A L 1,500 1,500
Mark Edwin Enterprises
10 Mary Street
Newark, N.J. 071 07
M38-L5 3A L/B 12,700 37,350 50,050
Marsh, Sheldon & Florence
138c Wellington Road
Rindge, N.H. O3U6I
M8-L17A 12. 5A L 3,800 3,800
Marshall, Richard & Joyce
RED #1, Box 285
Mystic, Conn. 06355
M36-L7 .5A L/B 5,000 5,200 10,200
Martin, Barry J. & Stephen
195 Walnut Street
Farmingham, Mass. 01701
M3-L31-3 6.3A L l+,600 U,600
Martin, Edward C. & Sieglinde
RED #1, Box 313
Rindge, N.H. 03^+61








Ml-LlO lOA L/B h Int. U,300 300 1|,600
Maurer, Philip L. & Eliz.
lii3 Bedfird Drive
Longmeadow, Mass. OIIO6
M7-L3 22A L 9,500 9,500
M7-LU 23A L 5,^00 5,^00
Mazaleski, Edw. B. & Lillian B.
Fitzwilliam,N. H. 03Un7
M33-L23 .3A L/B U,500 U8,100 52,600
Mellin, Wayne S. & Cheryl A.
36 Main Street
Framingham, Mass. OI7OI
M9-L10-3 21. lA L 11,050 11,050
153
Mendeloff, Ernest & Kirsten
665 Clinton Avenue
Bridgeport , Conn . 06605
Mll-L5it 9IA L 28,500 28,500
M11-L55 2AL 900 900




M35-L2i+ ii30'SF 3.5A L/T 5,650 5,650
M35-L3i+ 3^0' 1.2A L 2,300 2,300
M35-L36 100'X150'L 1,150 1,150
M35-L3T 1380' 23A L 12,650 12,650
M35-L28 ROW 2,250 2,250
Merrifield, Erwin H. & Frigon, N.E.
1777 Chestnut Hill, P.O. Box 337
Athol, Mass. 01331




M8-LUU 7A L/B 9,800 13,800 23,600
Methe, Carolyn A.
RR #1, Box U5
Haddock, Ga. 31033
M15-L35 .7A L/B U,200 l6,500 20,700
Michael son, Frank A. & Joan
202 High Street
Fitchburg, Mass. OIU2O
M26-L7 .5A L/B 8,150 2,050 10,200
M26-L9 1.5A L/B 6,000 9,050 15,050
Millett, Chas. E. & Mary V.
112 Lincoln Street
Hudson, Mass. OI7I+9




M9-L2 28A L/MH CU 5,650 5,650
Morey, Kenneth H.
i+8 Little Farms Road
Saxonville, Mass. OI7OI
M16-L22 17. 2A L/B 3,500 5,000 8,500
154
Morrarty, Stanley & Florence
Box 592
W. Swanzey, N.H. 03^69
M12-L23 L/MH 2,000 9,350 11,350
Morrison, John D. & Alice E.
39 Morse Street
Westboro, Mass. 01 581
M2-L9-U 5A L 5,350- 5,350
Mowi-y, Wesley & Charlotte
6U9 Chestnut Hill
Glastonbury, Conn. 06033
M23-L22 .llA L/B 15,000 12,950 27,950
Morz, William M. & Beverly A.
South Street
Troy, N.H. 03^65




MH on Land of Moses 2,150 2,150
Mosseau, Jas. P. & Irene J.
77 Federal Street
Millers Falls, Mass. 013^9
M37-L5 L/B 7,000 7,900 ll+,900
Moulton, Alan R. & Ellinor L.
Ill Union Road
Stratham, N.H. O3885




M3-L29 llA L/MH " 6,U50 60O 7,050
Musmon, Barry L. & Barbara A.
RFD, box 1150
Dexter, Me. OU93O




M32-L30.L/B U,500 i+3,850 H8,350
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.
185 Franklin Street, Rm 110i+-F
Boston, Mass. 02107
M32-L27 .2A L/B 5,000 ii0,350 i+5,350
155
New Hampshire Acres, Inc.
Rindge, N.H. 03^+61
M2-L20 15A L
M5-L3 106A L CU
Newman, Victor & Louise
33 Highland Lane








Nicker son, Robert L. St Kathleen
1 South Nelson Road
Sterling Jet., Mass. OI565
M9-L10-1 30. 7A L 11,950 11,950
Nickles, Harry B.
lOUl Franklin Lakes Road
Franklin Lakes, N.J. 07^17
M3-L31 5A L 5,600 5,600
Nirenberg, Morris & Rita
k60 Gulf Court
N. Woodmere, N.Y. II58I
M20-L12 IUA L/B




M37-L8 .25A L 1/lU Int.












Northland of New Hampshire
20 Walnut Street
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02l8l




M7-Liil 9.5A L/B 5,150 2,1+00 7,550






Sun City, Ariz. 85373
M2-L21 2UA L CU








Olson, Eric M. & Elaine V.
Middle Winchendon Road
Rindge, N.H. 03^61
M28-L18-1 I.IA L 5,250 5,250
Olson, Richard F. & Tania
38 Anthony Drive
Holden, Mass. 01520
M25-L15 50'XlitO' L/B 10,000 21,U00 31,^00
O'Neil, Paul E. & Maureen L.
lU King Road
Middletown, R.I. 0281+0




MT-L26 2A L/B 2,1+50 15,200 17,650








M16-L19 15A L 3,300 3,300
Parsells, Donald W. & Linda A. &
Fred & Irene Parsells
RED #3
Richmond, N.H. 03^+70
M10-L15-1 11. 2A L 850 850
M10-L15-2 11. 8a l 900 900
Paul, Richard C. , Jr. & Alice M.
I6U Cottage Street
Natick, Mass. OI76O
MII+-L33 lA L 5,050 5,050
Paulin, Clarence J.& Eliz.
211 Vine street
Athol, Mass. 01331









M6-L5-2 l.kA L 5,750 5,750




M21-L30 .5A L 3,000 3,000
M23-L11 .7A L/B 51,250 ^3,150 9ii,i+00
M23-L17 .lA L 2,500 2,500
M23-L25 27A L CU 2,025 2,025
Phelps, Roger W. & Constance
Greenfield, N.H. O30U7
M15-Li+1 I8A L 3,600 3,600








Camp on White 5,050 5,050
PIante, Emil J.
Faber, Va. 22938
MIO-L36 6.6a L 1,100 1,100
Plante, Harold E.
Colebrook, N.H. 03576
MIO-LI6-I 38a L CU 2,850 2,850
Poholeck, Paul & Rose
1950 Legion Drive
Winter Park, Fla. 32789
M3-L17 .5A L/B U,000 28,U00 32,ii00
Pokorny, Joel M. & Vivianne S.
5^31 Blackstone Avenue
Chicago, 111. 60615
Ml-Lii 69A L 13,000 13,000
Poor, Alan & Patricia
U08 Taylor Road
Stow, Mass. 01775
M37-L19 1/B 3,500 8,300 11,800
M37-L8 .25A L 1/lU Int. 500 500
158
Pratt, Nancy A. • •
23035 Arlington Street
Dearbon, Mich. ii8l28
M20-L15 it.2A L/B l6,250 22,300 38,550
Proki , David W.
23 Milford Street
Burlington, Conn. 06013
M2-L8-1B 8.6a l/mh 8,500 950 9,i+50
Proctor, Jonathan R. & Nancy
68 Robbins Road
Keene,N.H. 03^31
M22-L2 L/B h Int. 8,875 3,l65 12,0il0
Proctor, Ray A. & Mary M.
10 Webster street
Milford, N.H. 03055
M22-L2 L/B h Int. 8,875 3,l65 12,0^+0
Proctor, Stephen G. & Gail P.
Mill Street
Wilton, N.H. 03086




MI8-LI9 5A L 2,000 2,000
M18-L26 93A L 17,500 17,500
M18-L27 L 200 200
M18-L29 52. 2A L 9,150 9,150
Public Service Co. of N.H.
Keene, N.H. 03^31
M12-L27 .2A L 200 200
M18-L7 .5A L 1,500 1,500
M1+0-L9 I.UA L 1,1+00 1,U00
M15-Li+2 9.3A L 9,300 9,300
MI8-LII 1+A L l+,000 l+,000
MI8-LI3 1.5A L 1,500 1,500
Ml8-L3&i+ 7A L 7,000 7,000
Putney, Roger A.
Royalston ,Mass. 01331
M6-Liil 238A L CU 17,850 17,850
M6-Li+1-1 lOA L 750 750
Pytlik, Chas. & Albert ine
Old County Road
Higganom, Conn. oGhhl
M23-L23 .3A L/B 19,000 22,050 1+1,050
159
Quinn, Patrick F. & Shirley
11 Homestead Road
Wellesley, Mass. 02181
M22-L3 L/B 15,250 36,600 51,850
Quinnehtuk Co.
ITU Bush Hill Avenue
West Springfield, Mass. OIO89
M3-LI42 L 1,250 1,250
Ralowicz, Stephen & Philip
166 Hill Road
Houston, Texas TT03T




M38-L10 9.5A L/B 22,800 8,750 31,550
Rathhurn, John K.
72 Middle Hancock Road
Peterborough, K.H. 03^+58
M12-LUU 7A 1 2,1+00 2,U00
Ray, Donald E. & Lois G.
31 Lovewell Street
Gardner, Mass. OlUUo
M2U-LU L/B 8,800 8,300 17,100
M6-L32-6 5.20 A L U,U50 ^,^50








MI5-L6 52A L/B 23.i+50 3,300 26,750
Reid Real Estate Trust
Box I5U9
Idyllwild, Calif. 923^9
M6-L29 .5A L 50 50
MIO-LIO 13i+A L/B 36,U00 50,350 86,750
ifeill'y, Edward T. , Jr. & Ann-Marie
19 Beach 20th Street
Breezy Point, N.Y. 11697
M6-L31-1 13A L 10,200 10,200
160
Richards, Jerome E. & Florence M.
730 Bahia Drive
Zephyrhills, Fla. 33^99




M2-L3 ^.5A L 1,150 1,150
Riley, Thos. J. & Concetta &
Michael
379 King Caesar Road
Duxbury, Mass. 02332
M15-L5U 39. 3A L/B CU 10,850 36,050 78,500
Rine, Alexander L.
Box 15^, Blooming Grove
Hawley, Pa. I8U28
M8-L10 2i+A L CU 1,800 1,800
Robid<aux,Edw. J., Sr. & Cora L.
Mountain Road
Bennington, N.H. 03^^2
M12-L11 9.5A L/B 9,800 11,100 20,900
Robichaud, Thos. A. & Jo-Ann
Box 33^+
Troy, N.H. 03^65
M6-L31-3 2.9A L/MH 9,950 1,350 11,300
Rogers, Jas. M. & Eleanor J.
IU9 School Street
Salem, N.H. 03079
M23-LIU L/B 9,000 16,800 25,800
Rogers, Wm. & Julaine
7 No. Main Street
Troy, N.H. 03^65
M37-L16 100'X120' L/B i+,000 11,150 li+,150




M36-L3 L/B 7,650 l8,i+00 26,050
Romano, Jos. E. & Jenny
Route #32
No. Swanzey, N.H. 03^31
M23-L12 l65'X62' L/B 30,500 1+6,100 76,600
161
Rose, Joel L. & Joanne
Prospect Height
Erving, Mass. 013^^
M20-L9 2.385A L/B 26,300 lii,U50 U0,T50
Rousseau, Alvin T. & Others
70 Barthel Avenue
Gardner, Mass. Ol^+Uo




M23-L15 65'X9i»' L/B 13,000 17,050 30,050
Roy, Gordon P. & Deborah C.
29 Thornton Way
Keene,N.H. 03^31
M35-L17 .2A L/MH 6,550 8,050 ll4,600
Rumba, Richard G. & Lynne A.
RFD #lBox \kk
New Ipsvich, N.H. 03071




MII-L67-I 22. 7A L i+,000 U,000
Rush, Lloyd E. & Gertrude
100 Sewalls Falls Road
Concord, N.H. 03301




M26-Li| L/B 5,600 2l+,950 30,550
Sal it, Janice P.
i+168 Invarray Drive
Lauderdale, Fla. 33319
MI9-LI 3.2A L 1/6 Int. 1,^75 1,^75
M19-L2 2.9A L 1/6 Int. l,i+67 1,^67
M19-L5 2.1+A L 1/6 Int. 1,600 1,600
MI9-L6 3.5A L 1/6 Int. 1,059 1,059
Sawyer, Francis J.
it 5 91 Kirkland Avenue
Spring Hill, Fla. 33526
M12-L50 IU5A L 8,300 8,300
162
Schierioth, Herman K. & Elaine H.
Troy, N.H. 03^+65
M1+1-L6 2.5A L 5,100 5,100
MU0-L8 5.5A L/B 3,100 3,100
Schimke, Fred M. & Doris J.
Greendale, Box 58
Worcester, Mass. OI606
M35-L11-12-13 L/B 8,150 11,650 19,800
Schoonover, Royl M.
Wicheboog Road
West Brookficld, Mass. OI585
M13-L^-5 lOA L ^,050 ^,050
Schiiltz, Robt. E. & Phyllis S.
RED #1, Box 119
Rindge, N.H. 03^6l
M11-L35 T5A L CU 5,^75 5,^75
Scovel, Carl R. & Faith G.
63 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02108




M6-L5 55A L 17,000 17,000
Seipel, Edw. D. & Phyllis M.
8 Pearl Street
Palmer, Mass. OIO69
M3-L32-3 6.2A L/B 6,000 9,350 15,350
Shay, Howard W.
1U5 Mitchell Avenue
East Meadow, N.Y. 1155^
M23-L2U .UA L/B 19,000 2l|,500 ^^3,500




M16-L20 13A L 2,700 2,700
Shearer, J. Lowen
136 Redwood Lane
State College, Pa. I68OI
MI5-LII+&I6 23A L/B CU 13,800 13,800
Silander, Herbert E.
19 Split Level Drive
Rindgefield, Conn. 06877
MI8-LI5 21A L CU 1,575 1,575
163
Silvia, Anthony R. & Joanne
Uo Locust Avenue
Portsmouth, R.I. 02871
M36-L8 98'X L/B 5,000 11,850 16,850
Simard, Norman A. , Jr. & Mona D.
11 Hunter Terrace
South Hadley, Mass. 01075
M10-L15-5 17.6a l 1,300 1,300
Simonds, Everett & Alice
62Hilltop Drive
Keene,N.H. 03^31
MI2-L6O-I 5.6a L U,950 J+,950
Singleton, Frederick G. , Jr. & Brenda
High Street
Troy, N.H. 03^+65
M32-LI6 L/B i+,500 Ul,300 li5,800
Smith, Burgess
80 mt . Spring Road
Farmington, Conn. 06032
M2-L12 I36A L 28,850 28,850
Smith, Harold D.
12 Fessenden Road
Baldwin sville, Mass. 01^+36
MII+-LI2 Bldg. 1,200 1,200
Smith, Lawrence H. , Jr. & Ethel
1730 New Britian Avenue
Farmington, Conn. 06032
M3-L32-5 5.5A L l+,750 i+,750
Smith, Ronald N. & Pauline M.
South Street
Colchester, Conn. 06i+15
M7-L28-3D 8.i+A L 3,950 3,950
Snell, Jas. D & Alice E.
127 Freeman Street
Brookline, Mass. 021^6
M2U-L2U-1 6.3A L/B 30,000 1,150 38,200
Snyder, Raymond W. & Barbara
69 Knapp Drive
Mastic Beach, N.Y. 11951
MII+-L29 23A L/B 12,100 22,050 3^^,150
Snow, Lorna K. & Barbara K. Leith
111 Brighton Road
Worcester, Mass. OI606
M21-L12 Lot #6 20,000 19,700 39,700
164
Songer, Keith
strong, Wm. & Others
Box 15^+
Windsor, Conn. 06095
M9-LU 96A L/B CU















































Terhune, Frank H. & Carolyn G.

















M6-L39 ^.^A L/B 10,liOO 27,550 37,950
Therrien, Maurice & Rita C.
25U Elm Street
Enfield, Conn. O603O




MI8-L2U 3i+A L 7,^50 7,i+50
Thompson, Robt . L. & Allyn M.
Easton Road
Swanzey Center, n.H. 03^31




MI6-L29 12A L CU 900 900
Tousley, Chas. D. & Doris C.
k6 Bellevue Street
Keene, N.H. 03^31
M25-L3 1.7A L/B 27,700 10,000 37,700
Towle, Phillip A. & Virginia R.
Box 398
Rindge, N.H. 03^61




M3-L1 55A L h Int.
M3-L2 11OA L "% Int.






M13-L9 27IA L CU 17,500 17,500
Trowbridge, Richard K. & Marjory P.
19 White Oak Lane
Madison, Conn. 06UU3
M2-L9-3 5.2A L 5,350 5,350
3,187
Tucker, Paul & Louise G.
i+00i+ Old Grain Highway-
Upper Marlboro, Md. 20870
M7-L12 ll+A L 5,900 5,900




MI5-LU9 21A L CU 1,600 1,600
iya5-Li+T 21. 9A L CU 1,650 1,650
M3-L2T 81+A L GU 6,300 6,300
Vaida, Emil & Pearl B.
2h Melrose Street
Worcester, Mass. OI605
M21-L16 L/B 16,500 1,700 33,500
Van Blarcom, Edw. J. 8e Carmen C.
Pierce Grossing
Jaffrey, N.H. 03^52
M12-L5 IO6A L GU 10,125 10,125
Vaugh, Raymond E. & Rita E.
kh Chapel Street
Holden, Mass. 01520
M35-L9 .7A L/Iffl 6,000 6,100 12,100
Veale, Jos. A. & Margaret E.
17 Moore Street
Chicopee, Mass. 01013




M26-L11 3.7A L/B 8,550 U,900 13,^50
Wagner, Henry C. & Angel ine C.
99 Merigold Drive
New Britian, Conn. 06053
M3-L32-i+ 5.2A L h ,hOO 1+,U00
Walden, Edw. C., Jr. & Valerie
27 Spring itreet
Middletown, Conn. 06U57




M21-L31 275'X502' L/B 6,150 l+,350 10,500
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Watkins, Lonnie M. & Lillian
W.F.P, Inc.
k3 St. James Street
Keene, N.H. 03^+31
M7-L23 399A L CU 15,900 15,900
Whipple, Daley E. & Catherine S.
l+i+7 Park Avenue, Apt. 11
Keene, N.H. 03^31
M10-L33-1 2A L
















No. Attleboro, Mass. O276O
M21+-L7 L/SF h Int. 12,^50 12,il50
White, Ralph S. & Yvonne
Box 139
Mollis, N.H. 030U9
M25-L9-2 L/B lU,700 7,050 21,750
V/hite, Robert
William, Susan W.
160 East 65th Street
New York, N.Y. 10021
M33-L2 200'X200' L 6,750 6,750
Wilmot, Earl R.
Kilbourne Street
South Lancaster, Mass. OI56I
M35-L10 .7A L/MH 7,600 7,^00 15,000
Wilson, Mae T.
2915 Doral Drive, Rt 8
Martinez, Ga. 30907
M3-L1 55A L h Int. 3,187 3,l87




M35-L6 1.2A L 950 950
Woehr, John W.
DBA Mark Edwin Enterprises
Newark, N.J. 07105
MI8-LI li+5A L CU li+,250 lU,250








MIO-LI15 112A L/B 25,250 22,700 ^7,950
Wood, Jesse M. & Ethel
RED #2, Box 812
Keene,n.H. 03^31
M20-L2 2.2A L 8OO 8OO
Wyman, David K. & Nancy B.
Pleasant Street
Marlborough, N.H. 03^55
M21-L11 L/B 17,000 17,350 3i+,350
Yon, Edward P. & Rosemary Y. Carte
36 Spring Hill Terrace
Briston,. Va. 2^153^
M28-LI6-I 6A L 2,U50 2,U50
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Zimmerman, Susan M. & Martha J.
51 Kendall Road
Keene,N.H. 03^31












Bosworth, Roger & Eleanor
M3U-L9 S6 MH
Casey, Lawrence J. & Vera
M3U-L9-SI2 MH
Vet eran ' s Exempt ion
Crabtree , Gertrude
M3U MH












LeBlanc , Robert A.
M3I+-L9-S2 MH





M3U-L9-SII1 MH 8,i+50 8,il50
Metzger, Frank J. 8e Josephine P.
M3lj-L9-Sl4 MH 8,550 8,550
Patch, Howard
M3l|-I,9-S10 MH 9,650 9,650
Shaw, Chas, E. & Karen L.
Bldg. on Doody 17,900 17,900
Veteran's Exemption 50
Woodard, Virginia
M3I+-L9-S3 MH 6,800 6,800
FACTORIES LAND & BUILDINGS
Arwe, Kenneth J. & Joan Macallister &
Forrest J. Stone, Trustees
Sandra L. Stowe, Et Al
U5 Roxbury Street
Keene, N.H, 03^31
Mi+l-Lll 175'X175' 3,050 3i+,300 37,350
Bazley, Karen A.
DBA KAB Realty Trust
ii9 Marshall Street
Duxbury, Mass, 02332
M28-Li+ 3i^5'Xl65' L/B 6,800 80,200 87,000
M28-L5 .35A L 5,850 5,850
C.R, Bard, Inc.
Fitzwilliam,W.H .03^^7
M15-L29 8.5A L/B 81,750 1,902,500 1,98U,250
M15-L2i+ 10. UA L 5,200 5,200
Delaney, Everett C-
Port-0-Lite company
M28-L6 L/B U,000 71,700 75,700
Kohler, Ann M.
M8-LU9 Bldg. li+,650 1U,650
Lee Tommila Pallets, Inc.
RFD #1
Troy, N.H. 03^65
M1+1-L5 1.2A L/B 8,050 20,350 28,1+00
Mayer Molding Corp.
Fitzwilliam,N.H. 03hh'J
M15-L26 5A L/B 11,800 1^2,550 15i+,350
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Monadnock Lifetime Produtcts, Inc.
Fitzwilliam,N.H.03^^T
M3U-L27 L/B 8,i*00 86,750 95,150
M3i+-L29 lA L/B 10,100 T6,U50 86,550
Niemela, Ralph R. & Helen E. &
Ralph J. Niemela
Rindge, N.H. O3U6I








M1+1-L12 3.7A L/B 2,300 361,300 328,300
Troy Mills Inc.
Troy, N.H. 03^65
M38-LI L/WATER RIGHTS i+2,900 U2,900
ELECTRIC PLANTS





LAND & TRANSMISSION LINE U85,050




WIRES & FIXTURES l,i+i+2,000
PERSONAL PROPERTY ON LAND OF ANOTHER
Albert ini, Edmund R.
53 Warner Street
Hudson, Mass. 017^9 Camp 3,350 3,350
Anderson, Karl, Jr. & Jane
18 Empire Street
Shrewsbury, Mass. 015^+5 Camp 3,950 3,950
Bartlett, Betty
1827 Guava




Athol, Mass. 01331 Camp 3,100 3,100
Bunk, George W.
32 West Street
Greenfield, Mass. 01301 Camp 5,700 5,700
Carpenter, John
31 Solomon Pond Road
Northboro, Mass. 01532 Camp 1,750 1,750
Cirillo, Evelyn M.
63 Allen Park Drive
Springfield, Mass. OIII8 Camp ^,^50 U,i+50
Courtemanche, Robert H.
122 Hale Street
Winchendon, Mass. 01UT5 Camp 1,^400 1,U00
Daub, Horace L.
375 Fredette Street
Athol, Mass. 01331 Camp 2,650 2,650
Deyo, Jas. H.
15^ Wilson Avenue
Athol, Mass. 01331 Camp U,300 U,300
Drury, Albert & Harold
P.O. Box 52 -
Fitzwilliam,N.H. 03^^7 Camp 3,200 3,200
Fulton, David Camp 3,050 3,050
Furey, Warren
UO Lincoln Street
W. Medford, Mass. 02155 Camp 8OO 8OO
Gurdak, John A.
5 Ridge Avenue
Athol, Mass. 01331 Camp 1,600 1,600
Hart , Edward J
.
Fitzwilliam,N.H.03^^7 Camp ^,250 ^,250
Hoag, William
10 Proctor Street
Worcester, Mass. OI606 Camp 3,^50 3,^50
Hoyland, Gustave J.
25 Pleasant Street




Stiirbridge, Mass. OI566 Camp 3,350 3,350
Keith, Marguerite & Bonnie H.
15 Pimberton Road
Cochituate, Mass. 01TT8 Camp 13,750 13,750
Knowlton, Paiil & Marie
20 Fairbanks Street
Keene, N.H. 03^+31 Camp 2,750 2,750
Krumbiegl, Herbert & Phyllis
Cook Street
Holden, Mass. 01520 Camp 3,750 3,750
Larder, Robert J.
32 Maryland itreet








Londerry, N.H. 03053 Camp i+,050 i+,050
Laroche, Napolen L.
Main Road
Phillipston, Mass. 01331 Camp 3,350 3,350
Main, Howard L.
U9 Douglas Street
Keene, N.H. 03^31 Camp 3,200 3,200
Main, William H.
350 Highland Avenue, Apt. ifh
Maiden, Mass. 021^*8 Camp 3,000 3,000
Nevins, Frank C.
73 J. Street
Athoi, Mass. 01331 Camp ^,700 U,700
Olson, Carl E. Estate
C/0 Dorothy L. Kell strand
55 Stoneleigh Road
Holden, Mass. 01520 Camp 2,700 2,700
Olson, Francis B.
136 Parker Avenue
Holden, Mass. 01520 Camp 3,000 3,000
Sousa, Manuel
27 Cottonwood Drive




Billerica, Mass. 01821 Camp 3,550 3,550
Whlttemore, Edw. & Kathleen
10^+ Templetori Road
Athol, Mass. 01331 Camp 1,500 1,500
Whitmore, Raymond & Laure
19 Sunset Drive
East Hampton, Conn. 06h26 Camp ^,350 i+,350
Woodruff, William
Ul Carew Terrace
Springfield, Mass. OllOU Camp l+,200 U,200
MOBILEHOMES ON LAND OF OTHERS
Bearegard, Lionel
IU5 Clinton Street, Box 102
Marlboro, Mass. 01752 MH ^50
Bigeau, Yvon
Clinton, Mass. 01510 MH i+50
Carron, Lester & Vivien
60 Chapin Street
Ludlow, Mass. OIO56 MH 250
Coutiore, Rosemary
Rindge, N.H. 03^61 MH ^50
Courtmanche , Robert MH 1,650
Deline, Brian & Rollande Ladeau
P.O. Box 68







Gemborys, Walter & Christina
Farnsworth Road
Templeton, Mass. OIU68 MH 3,600
Henry, Russell
131 South Street




Framingham, Mass. 01701 MH 350
Keane , John
Baldwin Street
Keene,N.H. 03^+31 MH 5,200
Koch, William
Monadnock Trailer Park
Rindge, W.H. 03^+61 MH 500
Kozloski, Jolin
122 Parker itreet
Fitchburg, Mass. 01^+20 MH ^50
Kosloski, John Jr.
62 Christine Street
Leominster, Mass. OlU53 MH ^50
Labrecque, Roger
122 Southwick Street
Feeding Hills, Mass. 01030 MH ^50
Lavoie, Gerard & Ella
275 Center Street
Ludlow, Mass. 01056 MH 2,700
Linkenhoker, Calvin
Box 136
Fitzwilliam,N.H. 03^+^7 MH 1,400
Mahoney, Daniel & Cheryl
10 Pleasant Street
So. Royalston, Mass. 0137^ MH 1,650
McGonagle, Robert & Irene
15 Fourth Street












Worcester, Mass. Ol605 MH 1,350
Robinson, Anita H.
So. High Street Ext.
Montague City, Mass. 01376 MH 2,000
Sanders, Vernon
122 Parker Street
Fitchburg, Mass. 01^+20 MH ^50
Stanton, Joyce
109 S. Grand Street





Leland, N.C. 281+51 MH 1,500
Welsh, Harold
23 Irma Avenue
Watertown, Mass. 02172 MH 1*50
Wurschke, Robert
P.O. Box 308
So. Boston, Mass. 02127 MH U50
Bergeron , Al
Rust Way
Keene,N.H. 03^31 MH 1+50
Perkins, William
1U8 West Main Street














Winchendon, Mass. Oli»T5 MH i+50
Borey, Clarence
lii2 Pleasant Street
Gardner, Mass. Oli+i+0 MH 6OO
Cormier, Jose.
39 Meadowbrook Lane
Gardner, Mass. OlJ^J+0 MH 65
Golden, William
2i+ Apache Road
Bellingham, Mass. 02019 MH TOO
Kenney, Ralph & Madeline
328 School Street
Winchendon, Mass. 01^75 MH 1,050
Page, Clarence
IU3 Marshall Street
Fitchburg, Mass. 01^+20 MH 300
Trainer, Jay
89 Maple Street
Waltham, Mass. 0215*+ MH 1,250
Allen, Onezime J.
Wilton Road
Peterborough, N.H. 03U58 Camp 1,700
Deyo, Gary H. & Judith A.
635 Pequoig Avenue
Athol, Mass. 01331 Camp ^,950
Limauro, Marino & Marie
67 Woodale Road
West Haven, Conn. 06516 Camp 3,750
Marchetti, Karin
h Middlesex Street
Wellesley, Mass. 02l8l Camp U,200
Williams, Kevin J. & Nancy E.
Fitzwilliam,N.H.03^^7 Camp 5,050
Chenard, Viola M. MH 6,750
Farnum, Gregory Camp ^,^50
Tuliano, Edw.
hj Elmwood Road









West Roxbury, Mass. 02132
Mi+2-Unit l-i+l+ 7,000 3,800 10,800
Allison, Wm. Ill & Gail L.
iSJg Salem Street
Nashua, N.H. 03060
Mij2 Unit 1-95 7,000 2,600 9,600
Ascenzo, Emidio 0. & Lillian
211 Central Avenue
Medford, Mass. 02155
Mll2 Unit 1-12 7,000 1,750 8,750
Baughman, 'Richard A. & Clyde W.
8 Vinton Street
South Boston, Mass. 02127
Ml+2 Unit 1-60 7,000 2,1+50 9,^50
Baughman, Clyde W. & Barbara
k Goodwin Court
South Boston, Mass. 02127
Ml+2 Unit 1-61 7,000 2,700 9,700
Bennet , Walter T. & Margaret A.
5 West 10th Street
Lowell, Mass. OI85O
Ml+2 Unit 1-52 7,000 1,750 8,750
Bryden, Norman M. & Janina
131 Broad Meadow Road
Needham, Mass. 02192
MU2 Unit 1-85 7,000 1,750 8,750
Caggiano, Jos. J. & Jacqueline M.
9U Walton Road
Concord, Mass. OI7U2
Mi;2 Unit 1-99 7,000 2,600 9,600
Cammarata, Rocco & louise D.
9 Gold Street
Wakefield, Mass. OI88O
M8-L3 Unit 1-1 Ii 7,000 2,900 9,900
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Carson, Robert P. & Ruth E.
I3I+ West Elm Street
Pembroke, Mass. 02359
Ml+2 Unit 1-69 7,000 1,750 8,750
Mi+2 Unit 1-70 7,000 1,750 8,750
Cassely, Peter M. & Nancy D.
11 Gregory Road
Chelmsford, Mass. OI82U




M8-L3 Unit 1-82 7,000 1,750 8,750
Clemons, Morris H. Ill
10 Railroad Street
Maynard, Mass. 0175^
Ml+2 Unit 1-68 7,000 2,200 9,200
Conners, Joanna
7 Prescott Hill Road
Lynn, Mass. OI9OI
M8-L3 Unit 1-29 7,000 1,750 8,750
Conover, Chas. K. & Sharon A.
186 Oakland Road
East Pepperell, Mass. Oli;37




M8-L3 Unit 1-75 7,000 1,750 8,750
Currier, Lafayette G. & Myrtle
P.O. Box 2U









M8-L3 Unit 1-51 7,000 1,750 8,750
Daley, Daniel L. & Mary S.
227 Mill Road
Chelmsford, Mass. OI82U
Mll2-Unit 1-3 7,000 2,250 9,250
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Dickenson, Kennin D. & Marsha A.
568 Boston Road
Billerica, Mass. 01821
M8-L3 Unit 1-T6 7,000 1,750 8,750
Buddy, Stephen M. & Nancy M.
50 Kingston Street
North Andover, Mass. OI8U5
Mil2 Unit 1-96 7,000 l+,000 11,000
Duraais, Norman R. J. & I^elody K.
15 Beon Street
Nashua, N.H. O306O




Ml+2 Unit 1-6U 7,000 3,050 10,050
Famosi, Margaret & Reynold
5i;l Marrett Road
Lexington, Mass. 02173
M8-L3 Unit 1-23 7,000 2,200 9,200




Geilfuss, Jas. J. & Janet M.
ik Bayard Street
Allston, Mass. 0213^
Mli2 Unit 1-1+0 7,000 3,550 10,550
Giacobbe, Ronald A. & Grace C.
l6 Broard Street
Randolph, Mass. 02368
M8-L3 Unit l-Ul 7,000 1,750 8,750




Mh2 Unit 1-58 7,000 1,750 8,750
Grant, Lloyd W, & Helen
1305 Commonwealth Avenue
Allston, Mass. 0213^+
Ml+2 Unit 1-13 7,000 2,750 9,250
Grcint, Phillip L. & Anita M.
U7 Ridgecrest Terrace
V7est Roxbiiry, Mass. 02132
Mii2 Unit 1-98 7,000 3,1+50 10,U50
Hannon, Jas. F. & Myrtle E.
21 Kelly Road
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
M8-L3 Unit 1-100 7,000 1,750 8,750
Hendric'<son, Carl A. & Gweneth E.
38 Oberlin Street
Worcester, Mass. OI6IO
MU2 Unit 1-36 7,000 3,350 10,350
Hoey, Clifton G. , Jr. & Margaret M.
50 Claremont Avenue
Arlington, Mass. 0217^+
MU2 Unit 1-97 7,000 2,000 9,000
Jean, Robert F. & Lucinda J.
37I+ Lake Avenue
Worcester, Mass. CI60U
Ml+2-Unit I-3U 7,000 2,300 9,300
Kozuma, Roger T. & Doris M.
91 Concord Road
Bedford, Mass. 01730
M8-L3 Unit 1-33 7,000 1,750 8,750
Laderauche, Pavil E. & Beatrice C.
250 Dracut Street
Dracut, Mass. OI826
M8-L3 Unit 1-k 7,000 3,800 10,800
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Lapsley, Jos. A. & Ramona J.
5110 Washington Street
West Roxbury, Mass. 02132
Mi|2-Unit 1-5^ 7,000 1,750 8,750
Latour, Martin
36 Royal Crest Drive A-1
Nashua, N.H.O3060
Ml+2-Unit 1-88 7,000 3,050 10,050
Lauziere, John P. & Crete hen
5 Parkinson Coiirt
Nashua, n.H. O306O




Ml+2-Unit 1-62 7,000 2,650 9,650
Levesque, Maurice A. & Michelle J.
9 Linden Street
Nashua, N.H. O306O




M8-L3 Unit 1-8 7,000 ] ,750 8,750
McHugh, Judith A. & Thos. J.
llU Lake Street
Waltham, Mass. 0215^




M8-L3 Unit 1-73 7,000 2,350 9,350
MacDonald, Angus D. , Jr. & Carolyn
28U \flieeler Street
Dracut.. Mass. OI826
Ml42-Unit 1-50 7,000 3,900 10,900
Mandra, Geo. & Noniia
1090 Beacon Street
Brookline, Mass. 021 i+
6








Brookline, Mass. 021 i+6
MU2-Unit 1-11 7,000 2,300 9,300
Manhoff, Harold, Mildred & Ira
3836 Poinciana Drive
Lakeworth, Fla. 33^+63
M8-L3 Unit 1-15 7,000 3,000 9,000
Marshall., Richard L. St Claire L.
28 Hancock Street
Somerville , Mass. 021 J+3
Mi+?-Unit 1-53 7,000 1,750 8,750
Milano, Jos. ^. & Alice T.
7 East Street
Melrose, Mass. 02176
M8-L8 Unit 1-57 7,000 2,700 9,700
Mils, Cameron L. S; Roberta A.
63 River Street
Ballardvale, Mass. Ol3lO
MU2 Unit 1-80 7,000 2,850 9,850
Morse, Donald R. & Eliz. A.
38 Ridgvay Street
Dedham, Mass. 02026
Ml|2 Unit 1-39 7,000 2,650 ),650
Nieber, Donald L. & Fay E.
1^ Reynold Street
Worcester, Mass. 01('06
MU2 Unit 1-6 7,000 1,750 8,750
Niemela, Ralph R. ?c Helen E.
Fitzw:.lliam,N.H. O3UU7
M8-L3 Unit 2-89 7,000 750 7,750
Noiiry, Richj.rd F. & Dorothy H.
One Thired Street
Bradenton, Fla. 33507
MU2-Uiit 1-19 7,000 3,350 10,850
Paquette, Rene' J. & Mary J.
P.O. Box 93
Londonderry, N.H. 03053
Ml|2 Unit 1-81 7,000 2,350 9,350
Ml+2-Unit 1-91 h Int. 3,500 875 i+,375
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Peters, Mary L.
Penninsula Driv?, lot 306
Lunenburg, Mass. OIU62
Ml+2-Unit 1-35 7,000 3,650 10,65c
P'?tersen, Malcolm M. & shirley
oG Clark Road
Kaugatuck, Conn. 06TI
Mi; 2-Unit 1-7 7,000 1,750 8,750
Pinkerton, Abraham H. & Norma
109 Falmouth Pcad
West Newton, Mass. 02165
Mi+2-Unit 1-67 h Int. 3,^00 87^ U,375
Polack, Wm. & Mary
2kh Wilson Street
Clinton, Mass. CI5IO
Mi+2-Unit 1-38 7,000 2,900 9,900
Porfert, Frederic & Di<'-ne
282 Pleasant Street
Norwood, Mass. 02062
M42-Unit 1-9 7,000 U,2^0 11,250
Ralls, Franics L. & Patricia
38 Princeton Street
North Chelmsford, Mass. OI863
Ml+2-Unit 1-7^ 7,000 U.OOO 11,000
Raikin, Harry G.
30 Cheryl Lane









Raynor, John Jr. & Helen W.
55 South Street
Mil ford, N.H. 03055
M;'-:2-Unit I-U7 7,000 3,000 10,000
Reil]y, Thos. V. & Jeanne C.
86 Gillis Street
Nashua, N.H.O3060
MU2-Unit 1-9^+ 7,000 1,750 8,750
Riley, Jolm J. 4 Sheila B.
190 Concord Road
Chelmsford, Mass. 01824
MU2-Unit 1-2 7,000 2,750 9,750
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Roy, Arthur C, Sr. & Joyce A.
22 I«ew Dunstable Road
lashua, N.H. 0:!060
Ml2-Unit 1-20 7,000 3,'^00 j 0,^00
Ryan, I'ana & Eorman T. Chase
79 Thornton otree.:
LavTence, Mass. 013^11




MU2-Unxt 3-8J+ 7,000 2, ICC 9,100
Sanlis, Robt. E. f-. Arlene 3.
21 Franklin Square, Unit E-h
Randolph, Mass. G23o8
R'J-L3 Unit 1-56 7,000 1,750 8,750
Santy, John D., Sr. i Sharon A.
115 Broofc.ine Street
Pep;)erell, Mass. OlUc3
MU2-Uuit 1-1 7,000 3, COO 10,300
Sa"'oy, Clayton L. S: Martha "j.
Wocdlawn Circle
Pe]ham, A'.H. 0307C'
MU2-Uait l-J+2 7,000 r:,650 9,650
Seltzer, John C, ? Theresa E.
65 Sawyer Street
Nashua, N.H. O506O
MU2-Unit 1-55 7,000 3,^00 10,400
Smith, Cs::Hr B, & Mf-rgare^ M.
137 '^esi; Street
V?renth.am , Ma 3 s . 02093
M8-L3 Unit-l-72 7,000 1,900 8,900
Soly, Jos. E. i« Patricia
342 Kanle Avenue
ii'irewsbury, Mu.i.s. 015^5
Ml+2-Unit 1-37 7,000 1,750 8,750




M8--:i3 Unit 2-90 7,000 liOO J ,hOO
MC-LS Unr; 2-91 7,000 i^OO 7,^+00
Stric:H&,nd, Burton L. ?« Vera L.
Tovnsend Road
West Groton, Mass. 0lit72
Mi+2 Unit-l-i;6 7,000 2,600 9,600
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Tartaglia, Salvatore V. J
115 Falmouth Road
West Newton, Mass. 02165
Ml+2 Unit 1-67 h Int.
Joanne C.
3,500 875 i+,375
Toupin, Gerald R. & Linda J.
15 Comstock Court
Woonsocket, R.I. 02895
Ml+2 Unitl-79 7,000 3,^00 10,1+00
Trueax, Bradley J. & Kathleen A.
38 Oberlin Street
Wore e st er , Mas s . 01 6l






Waterman, Chas. H. &
83 Myrtle Street
Melrose, Mass. 02176
Ml+2 Unit 1-21
Ml+2 Unit 1-22
'. & Marlies
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